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Pulver Pavilion drawings give "Reaching the World "
some color to exp ansion plans campaign on target
After a campaign kickoff celebration in Waterville in October, subseNEWS EDITOR
quent kickoff events were held in
Boston and New York City during the
The College's $235 million capital month of January. Also, an event was
campaign, "Reaching the World: A held in Washington D.C. in March.
Campaign for Colby," is currently The next major event is on Jun. 21 in
slightly ahead of schedule, according Chicago, and will feature students,
to Vice president "for College faculty and alumni. Ammons said that
Relations Richard Amlmons, having organizers will invite people from the
raised $122 million with four years to Chicago area to learn about the campaign and its goals.
go in the campaign. ,
; "We feel pretty good about crossThere will be some other smaller
ing the half-way point towards our events in the near future, and the next
goal,"1 Amnions said. Among the major campaign event will be held in
recent gifts was the endowment of an Seattle in September.
Campaign related projects can
education curator position for the
Colby Museum of Art, a position already be seen across campus, with
which is part of the museum's strate- the construction of the new Diamond
Building, the Pulver Pavilion expangic plan.
hear
about
the
plans
sion to Cotter Union, the renovation
"When people
for the College, people have been very of the Roberts Union dining hall, the
open to thinking about how they can construction of the Bill Alfond Turf
make this happen,"Ammons said. He Field and the new Schair-Swensonwent on to say that fundraisers are still Watson Alumni Center.
Ammons said that the College
encountering enthusiasm for the campaign, which is slated to end in June hopes to have reached the $133 milof2010. \ ,
lion mark by the October meetings of
"Most people are focusing on good the Board of Trustees. Ammons and
things the College does and see this as his staff give a report to the developah opportunity to strengthen the ment committee and to the campaign
College for students today and tomor- cabinet, which is co-chaired by Bob
row," he said. Alumni are still sup^- Diamond '79 and Larry Pugh '56, at
portive of the school and have been each meeting of the Board. . . . " ¦•. ¦
rriaking it a "philanthropic priority."
By BEN HERBST

SGA executive
board could have
a new position

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

The new 7,000 square foot pavilion
will house the Joseph Family Spa and a
new student lounge area. Renovations
to the rest of the building will alter the
Student Post Office, make the existing
Spa into the Marchese Blue Light Pub
and create a new Coffeehouse and
other student areas.
During construction next year, the
building 's functions will be shifted to

The long-anticipated renovation of
Cotter Union and addition of the
Pulver Pavilion will begin with an
official groundbreaking on May 26 as
part
of
that
weekend's
Commencement and Board of
Trustees' meeting schedule.
The Pavilion, named for David '63,
Carol and Stephanie Pulver '93 will be
the centerpiece^ of trie renovated student union, housing several popular
student destinations that are currently
located elsewhere in the union or on
campus.
The groundbreaking will consist of
a luncheon and remarks by the Pulver
family and Student Government
Association President-elect Tom Testo
'07 - Construction will begin after
Commencement weekend and continue throughout the summer into the
Tom Testo '07
academic year. The new structure is
SGA
Presidentelect
slated to have a fall 2007 opening.
The process of expanding Cotter
Union, built in 1985, so that it will
better suit students' needs began early other locations on campus, such as the
in the fall of 2004; however, it gener- Mary Low Cdffcehouse, the Dana resated much controversy when pjans idence hall lounge and Roberts Union.
revealed that a beech tree would have "The work will be goih$ on for about
to be removed to make room, for the a year and will not 'slow down' during
pavilion. President William D. Adams the academic year ," Director of
made the decision late in the fall to go Physical Plant Department Pat
forward with the project, and the Murphy said.
Board of Trustees later approved the
Pugh Center clubs and office spaces
plans and recently approved the pro- will not be affected by the construction. "It is a significant project and
ject 's $10 million budget.

I think we'll all
definitely feel
the inconvenience at times,
but I know that
it will be more
than worth...the
wait.
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will take a year to complete but we are
trying to complete most of the work
that will impact the Pugh Center and
Page Commons during the summer so
that those areas can be used by the students in the fall," Murphy said.
"I think we'll all definitely feel the
inconvenience at times, but I know
that it will be more than worth the
inconvenience and the wait. The
College has done a great job planning
for this, so I think that if we're willing
to walk a few more steps we shouldn't
be too horribly inconvenienced,"
Testo said.
According to Vice President f or
Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Janice Kassman, the Board of Trustees
will likely vote on plans to add a second phase to this project, which would
entail adding the Colby Bookstore to
Cotter Union following the completion of the current renovation project.
The Physical Plant Committee looked
at preliminary plans at the April board
meeting.
I have seen a layout of simply
where the addition would physically
be. It would come off of the building
in between Page Commons arid
Mayflower Hill Drive, and wrap a little bit around to the Rurinals side of
the building ," Testo, who sits on the
PPD committee, said.
The benefit of addressing this project after the expansion is completed is
that it will reduce the cost of hiring a
construction company to come to
campus, since that company will
already be here.
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This posK_^
tion will
exist to
assist PC
members in "
the creation
of motions,
and Miki
and I in the
implementation of
motions.
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Tom Testo '07
SGA President-elect

new executive board position in
the SGA Constitution titled
'Executive Board Chief of
Staff.' This position will exist
to assist PC members in the
creation of motions, and Miki
and I in the implementation of
motions," Testo said. He went
M
on to say that this person would 213H
ensure that all committees are
meeting and that resolutions are
quickly acted upon.
According to Article III
Section B of the SGA
Constitution, Testo is allowed
to create an executive board
position and appoint someone
if he receives PC's approval.
i66
However, he would rather
make this position a permanent
fixture in the Constitution ,
"Even if Miki and I hadn 't succeeded in the election, I would
have strongly recommended
that this position be created."
Zach Russem '06, SGA parliamentarian , said that he took
on some of these responsibilities
in his role this year, even though
that is not part of the constitutional description of his job.
'T think [the creation of this
position] is good, I think it will
help them a lot, I think a lot of
times Presidents' Council needs
help, and the more people who
are around to give them help the
better. The parliamentarian can
do that, but it can be good when
the parliamentarian just runs
meeting and does not get
involved in stufT," Russem said.
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Continued on Page 4
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Professor Opal received the 2006 Charles Bassett Teaching Award.
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Following an incredibly
close election this past month,
Student
Government
Association President-elect
380
Tom Testo '07 . and"-\fice
President-elect Miki Starr '07
are planning for next year. They
have begun to, make appointments to fill their executive
board, place students in other
non-elected positions and fill
recent vacancies on Presidents'
Council, and even consider
some constitutional changes.
355
From his experience on the
SGA executive board, Testo
already has at least one major
change he would like to institute. "I would like to create a

• EDITOR IN CHIEF- .'

Artists renderings of the new Pulver Pavilion show an open and inviting space that will be added to the union.
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By KATIEHAMM

I'm excited
myself to find
out what I'm
going to talk
about.

H:
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By BEN HERBST

Senior class speaker and
awards named at class night
Chapuredima will be introduced by
senior class representatives -Kristen
Pinkham and Jen Coliflores.
The other four finalists for the
As Commencement approaches, award were Charlie. Hale, Jane Lee,
the senior class recently had the Matt Morrison and David Guttman.
Assistant Professor
opportunity to
of
History and George
honor some of
C. Wiswell Jr. Research
its most valued
Fellow Jason Opal was
individuals
named this year's recipthrough
the
ient of the Charles
senior
class
Bassett
Teaching
awards.
Award.At his address to
Francis
seniors during the dinChapuredima
ner, Opal described the
'06 was chosen
award as a great honor.
by the class to be
Francis Chapuredima '06
"I was shocked," Opal
the senior class
2006 Senior Class
said in an interview of
speaker
at
Commencement Speaker
learning of the honor.
Commencement
"What I'm most grateon May 28, after
ful for is being able to
a run-off of five
finalists. "It's humbling, I really blend things that I work on in terms of
appreciate it," Chapuredima said in an publishing and teaching. It 's great to
interview after his named was have students to help me."
Opal spoke of wanting to rememannounced at the senior class dinner
ber
the seniors as they are right nowon May 2. "It's . a good surprise."
Chapuredima said he is unsure of the young, full of hope, and full of
specifics of his speech right now, but promise—yet emphasizing that youth
that he hopes it to be fun and relevant. is not just about physical appearance,
"I'm excited myself about finding out
what I'm going to talk about."
Continued on Page 4
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College
on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
. LETTERS
The Echo encourages letters from its readers', especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed and signed and include an address or phone number.The Echo
will not, under any circumstances, print an unsigned letter.
¦:'. If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on 3.5" disk
to
or via e-mail at echo^icqlby.edu. The Echo reserves the right edit all submissions.
EDITORIALS
The Editorials are the official .opinion of the majority of the Echo staff. Opinions
expressed in the individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not
of the Echo.
CONTACT Us
.
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an article,
please call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)872-3786, e-mail
or
echoads^colbv.edu fax (207)872-3555.

echo@colby.edu
207-872-3349
¦www.colby.edw/echo

After taking time off following his
junior year,Andre Patrick '00 entered
the United States Army and has served
in various' locations around the world.
Since leaving the school , Patrick and
Vice President for Student Affairs and
Dean of Students Janice Kassman
have kept in touch.
Recently, Kassman shared some
excerpts from aft April letter with the
Echo. .
Patrick arrived in Iraq earlier in;
April, and has been serving in various
duties there, including patrolling.
"We have been shot at everyday,"
he wrote to Kassman on Apn 12.
"Actually we got IEDed yesterday,
Nothing serious happened. The guy
that was with us just had some bits
and pieces of metal lodged in his
ankle. Nothing a little minor surgery
couldn't fix," he wrote about an
improvised explosive device [IED]
attack while on patrol.
His description of daily life in his
letter shows how close he is to combat. "One day when I was out on

patrol we got shot at
and the bullet cracked
over my head," he
said.
Furthermore,
their perilous situation
affects his daily routines: "We have a separate building for
showers. I try to only
get to the showers at
night because sometimes we get attacked
during the day,"
Patrick said that the
city he is stationed in
"is all in disarray," and
that "there is trash all
over the city and with
trash comes flies and
many of them." His
description of patrol is
equally bleak, "We go Andre Patrick
put on patrol and the
flies just bug the hell
out of you; You're posting security
and the flies are all over your face."
Despite his complaints, Patrick said
he does not completely dislike Iraq.
"But all in all this place is not that bad.
Besides the constant annoyance of
flies, bullets and IED it 's an OK

•

PHOTO COURTESr OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

'00 left Colby after his junior year to pursue a career in the US Army.

place." However* he added that he
"wouldn't want to be here for more
than 7 months."
Bom in Jamaic a, Patrick is from the
Bronx, New York and entered the
College in the fall of 1996. An anthropology major, he completed three full

years of classes and according to
Kassman, "wouldlike to finish when
he returns." He served in Japan and
Rhode Island and then underwent
some training in California before
entering active service in Iraq.

Students propose changes Glass representatives excited for senior weekiestivities
to College's chalking policy
II .
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By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

By JOHN DcBRUICKER
FEATURES EDITOR

When walking near Cotter Union or
out in the academic quad, one' can
often find the sidewalks covered in
chalk depicting artwork, announcements and messages. These messages
are meant to grab the passerby's attention and promote public awareness.
However, the chalkings are not just
freelanced activism - they first must
go before the director of Student
Activities to get approval for content
and location. A group of students have
submitted changes to the chalking regulations which will go before the
College Affairs Committee on
Monday May-8..
. . ..
Arielle Adams '07, Ad.il D'Sousa
'06, Michael Deheeger '07, Emilia
Tjerristrom '06 arid Laura Snider '06
drafted a reformed version of the
chalking regulations. Their proposed
policy would allow chalkings to be
done anonymously and at any time on
any public area on campus. Chalkings
would remain on the ground for an
unlimited amount of time, t or "until
precipitation washes it away." Current
policy states that students must have
submitted their message for approval
by 4 p.m. Monday through Friday and
must remove the chalking by the following Sunday. Chalking would still
be outlawed on buildings and places
inaccessible to rain. Messages made in
permanent marker would also remain
prohibited.
Tjernstrom and her collaborators
have been talking about the reform
since it was implemented and have
only recently decided to act upon it.
"The main objection we have is the
fact that chalkings currently have to
be approved in advance," Tjernstrom
wrote in an e-mail. "Getting approval
for a chalking requires students to put
a name on what they are writing, and
this is perhaps not a huge problem for
those with privilege. There arc many
r

:

students, however, in minority groups
(and I don't mean to limit this to ethnic minorities) who don't feel comfortable attaching their name to thenopinion because they are afraid of the
reactions."
Both the current and revised versions of the rule prohibit messages
that may be construed as attacks,
threats or hate speech toward an individual or group. Without a screening
process for the chalkings, the students
proposed that harmful messages "be
treated according to the Harassment
Complaint Procedures, as outlined in
the Student Handbook."
"Other reasons why we don't think
that approval is a good idea is that it
completely removes any. spontaneity
from chalkings, which is one of the
great components of it as a means of
expression," Tjernstrom explained. "I
think college is a time when people
are supposed to be subjected to a variety of opinions, to be made to think
about things they might not have
thought about and might not be entirely comfortable with and-that might
make them question things they've
taken for granted before."
Chalkings are just one of the many
ways students have raisied one another's awareness across campus. The
digest of civil discourse is a popular
means of communicating on a
polemic level, but many students
chose to unsubscribe to the chain of
emails and thus take themselves out of
the loop. "No one can 'unsubscribe '
from chalkings, which 1 think is one.of _
their virtues," said Tjernstrom.
"Whereas the digest might be the
place for lengthy arguments about
more (or less) important things, chalkings are, in my opinion, more a way of
tri ggering thought ." With fewer
restrictions on chalking on campus,
students would have even more exposure to the diversity of viewpoints on
campus.

As the last day of classes neais,
seniors everywhere on campus are
gearing up for one of the most grueling weeks of their lives: senior week.
The charge of planning the week's
events goes to Class of 2006 representatives Kristen Pinkharn and Jen
Coliflores this year.
"This is when our j pb gets so
insane, but this is one of the reasons
we ran for these positions, to plan
these events," Coliflores said. Both
representatives said that while it was
stressful to plan these events, they
have been looking forward to doing
this since being elected. "This is the
culmination of our jobs as senior class
reps," Pinkharn said.
,,..While not a part ofthe actual-week,
the final day of classes (May 12) is
when the festivities start. Seniors will

be having .a barbecue at the Harold pub night in the Marchese Blue Light
and Bibby Alfond Apartment Pub, followed by Rock 'n Bowl at 9
Complex at 2 p.m. and then the high- p.m.
On Tuesday, May 23, there will be
light of the day will be the Senior
white water raftSteps Celebration, or
ing from 7 a.m. to
Champagne on the
3 p.m. and also
Steps, at 4 p.m.
free ice cream,
Pinkharn said that this
mini golf and batpart of the day "is one
ting cages at
of the few remaining
Gifford's
in
great traditions that
Waterville at " 11
seniors have before
a.m. The evening
they graduate." But
will bring the
Coliflores
quickly
Senior Luau at
added that "we want to
Johnson Pond at
make it safe and make
6 p.m. and then
sure that no one gets
hurt." Following Senior
Kristen Pinkharn '06 the final Senior
Pub Night at 8
Steps, an all-campus
Class of 2006 Representative
p.m. Immediately
barbecue will be held at
the shell at 6 p.m.
following will be
The festivities will take a break for the Waterville Pub Crawl at 9 p.m.,
thereading,period>and, end of semester with stops >at/the Blue ?s<Chib; Youexaminations,,;and then- get . started Know Whose and Mainely's, with free
.•
again-on Monday,,May 22, for senior taxi service.,,. .

Panel discusses the nature of town-gown

and many factories closing. He
stressed how instrumental the
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
College has been in helping the
Waterville community in its efforts .
As part of "Burst the Bubble, Build to revitalize and regain prosperity.
"Without Colby the South End
a Bridge" week, the Colby South End
Coalition, with support from the would never get off the ground.
Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs and There is strong support and I honCivic Engagement and the education estly believe Colby students have
department, facilitated a discussion had a major impact and have done a
panel last Thursday on the relation- tremendous job keeping it going,"
ship between Waterville and the LePage said.
College. Panelists included Mayor
Adams discussed the time he
Paul LePage, President William D. spends connecting with the
Adams, City Councilor Henry Beck Waterville community^ through
'09, Colby graduate Jackie Dupont serving on various boards and
'05, who works with the Waterville working in groups concerned with
nonprofit Hardy Girls Healthy the welfare and life of the city.
. ,
. . . . . .
. , D/WAEISENDtflG/Wt 'COIUYEOHO
Women, and Shannon Haines, execu"I think that overtime Colby will
President William D. Adams speaks at the Apr. '27 panel discussion.
tive Director of the Waterville Maine have the most important contribuStreet Project.
tion in the broad realm of support"What I think makes Waterville so there'is a divide between students on
LePage began by talking about how ing and engaging cultural institutions
over the last decade Waterville, along in the community,"Adams said ,
spccial is that people really value each the'Hill and- everyone else. '
"Waterville is an interesting little
other and really look out for each
with the state of Maine and much of
Panelists all agreed that the city of
the Northeast, has gone through a Waterville is unique for its sense of other," Beck said. "And for all the town," said LePage, "25 years ago it
discussion, Waterville really values had one.of the highest per capita
transition, with the economy changing community.
Colby."
incomes in. the state, and today the
Adams talked about the positive paper industry is gone, and one of the
feeling in the community regarding areas we struggle with is schooling.
the College and noted that the efforts Just having you come down oil* the
of students to get involved have.been Hill and attend some activities in the
warmly and genuinely received in community is phenomenal with hel ping the aspirations of peop le."
the city.
Members of the CSEC were pleased
Dupont stressed the importance of
giving back to the community say- with how the panel ran. "What was so
ing, "Part of the college experience awesome was that for the first time
is working >n the community in different community members and
which you 're going to spend four people associated with Colby were
Location:
years learning. The youth here look able to sit around and see eiich other 's
Disposition:
Comments:
East Quad
Health Center
up to Colby students so much and faces and sturt a dialogue about what
Injury,
The Heights
you gef a lot back from partici pating may need to be* done to encourage
WTVL Police
Blue Binach i Mountain Bike.
Runnals Hill
more Colby students to burst the bubirf'the area,"
Deans Office
Bon fire with no permit.
Mudd Science
"The frontier is connecting the ble," Colleen McGee '06, vice presiDeans Office
Broken flood light .
Piper Hall
intellectual context of academic pur- dent of CSEC said.
Deans Office
Alcohol/Drug Violations,
Dana Hall
Deans Office
Burst the Bubble week culminated
Underage Drinking.
suits to the immediately surrounding
Outside Woodman Hall
Deans Office
world ," Adams said. "I don't think on Saturday with Colby Cares Day,
Open Container.
Outside Alfond Apts.
Deans Office
Open Container ,
we've exploited all the ways the intel- organized by the Colby Volunteer
The Heights
Deans Office
Icctunl substance , of classroom^MMB .Center. Over 250 student s spent the
Underage Drinking/False ID,
The Heights
Deans Office
extended to the community." "^^wW" "day participating in various communiFurnishing to Minors.
Woodman Hall
Health Center
Alcohol.
(Members of Jhe CSEC ,pr.csont ty service projects.
.
, i
Alfond Apartments
Deans Office
brought up the idea of revamping the . ' "The week wont really well ,"
Underage Drinking.
¦
Alfond Apartments
Deans Office
Underage Drinking. . . .
wny in which .first-years , aip. oriented • "McGee said. "There was a great turn
The Heights
Deans Office
Alcohol Violation/Safety Violation.
at Colby to include an oricntatipn .to out and a Jot of enthusiasm.. We arc
Waterville and the [various volunteer, ,!#ar(ing to develop a, reputation as a
opportunities ^vnilable, . The CSEC ,'fclub and peopje are looking forward
members, believe this would help stu: ¦to next year," ,
dents feel more of,u connection with
Wntcrvillo . and not feci ns , though
By CHELSEA EAKIN

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
. Nature:
Medical Response
Larceny
Fire Safety Violation
Vandalism
Citations (4)
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Medical Response
Citation
Citation
Citations (2)

Date:
4/24/06
4/25/06
4/27/06
4/28/06
4/28/06
4/28/06
4/29/06
4/29/06
4/29/Q6
4/29/06
4/29/06
4/29/06
4/29/06
4/30/06

Time:
5:04 p.m.
10:17 a.m.
11:53 p.m.
1:13 a.m.
1:26 a.m.
11:54 p.m.
12:10 a.m.
12:42 a.m.
12:54 a.m.
12:55 a.m.
3:10 a.m.
11:44 p.m.
11:44 p.m.
'\ 12:09 a.m.

[Senior Steps] is
one of the few
remaining traditions that
seniors have
before they
graduate.

There will be a hike (TBA) and
paintball at noon on Wednesday, followed by the Portland Pub Crawl that
evening. According to Pinkharn, the
crawl will hit "ah the great spots" and
will definitely stop at Gritty 's, Bull
Feeneys, the Old Port Tavern and
Fpreplay.
Thursday is an exciting day, with
Senior Olympics, a tradition started
last year, at 2 p.m. Groups of friends
make 'teams and compete in traditional events. Finally, the Last Chance
Dance will be held in Page Commons
at 10 p.m. "Seniors-are really looking
forward to the Last Chance Dance,"
Coliflores said.
Seniors must sign up for Senior
Week in Student Activities before
Friday,May 12. The fee, with alcohol
included is $65, and without alcohol is
$60. White water rafting is not included >in that-fee,- Coliflores also said that
"kegs will be available at most senior
week events."

..

We bsite to link alumni with NESCAC
By MIRIAM TROTSCHA
STAFF WRITER

Who says New England Small
College Athletic Conference schools
do not have the athletic spirit of
Division I colleges? Certainly not
Brad Kasnet '05, who along with two
alumni from Trinity College have
launched an online site for sports
fans entitled "NESCAC Nation."
Kasnet's hi gh school friend , Derek
Falvery (Trinity '05) had the initial
idea for the site and contacted Kasnet
because of his sports j ournalism
experience with The Colby Echo ,
where "he most recently served as
News Editor from 2004-05 , and
WMHB. Kasnet is now working in
the sports information field.
"There are a number of other similar sites for big-time schools and
conferences. I think just ahout every
major Division I school and conference has a fan site like this that
someone has started. [Falvery] figured that a site just about one school
wouldn't have that much, of an audience, but for the NESCAC as a
whole, there was more of an audience. The schools are all pretty similar so it seemed like a good fit,"
Kasnet said. Catered toward students
and alumni, the site is designed like

there's some natural interest in other
aspects of NESCAC life," Kasnet
said. "The site is definitely a lighthearted look at the NESCAC so if
there's anything that we think
NESCAC students would be interested in, that's the type of thing that
would be up on the site.. We have
everything
from
links
about
team
to
soccer
dog
robotic
Bowdoin 's
Williams
&
music videos made by
Amherst students, and any other cool
stuff that we "NESCAC-types would
be interested in."
At the moment, the site is under
development and is looking for campus informants. "I think ideally we d
like to have people on every campus
who can give a heads up about anything interesting or buz2worthy going
on," Kasnet explained. "Anyone can
Brad Kasnet '05
post on the message boards and the
Nescacnation.com Co-creator
success of the site will really rely on
involvement from students and alumni at all the schools. We're always on
Kasnet was quick to point out that the lookout for more people to get
while the emphasis is on sports, they involved so spread the word because
recognize the common bonds between the more people who are looking at
campuses. He and his team hope that and adding to the site the better!"
NESCAC.com is the official webthese similarities, such as the, character of the student bodies and academic site of the conference and the only
excellence, will make the site a popu- other Web site to offer athletic news
for the league. It is not affiliated with
lar resource for member schools.
"NESCAC sports fans are^ NESCAC Nation , which can be found
NESCAC students and alumni, so at www.nescacnation.com.

a blog, with links to message boards
and student newspapers. It is updated
daily with news and videos, which
mainly come from college athletic
websites and newspapers. A poll currently asks "Which is the most hated
NESCAC school?"

We have links
about everything from
Bowdoin's
robotic dog soccer team to
music videos...

Beer review: clash of titans!
By KATIE HAMM, STEVEN
WEINBERG & NOAH BAIAZS
EDITORS IN CHIEF & PHOTO EDITOR

As we sat down to our last "real"
Tuesday night of Echo publication ,
some of the editors who had given
hundreds of thousands of hours of
their time to the paper realized we
had never partici pated in a vital
aspect of The Echo together: the
weekly beer review. How had we
missed out on this? The craziness had
to end. Diligently, Katie Harnrn '06, a
young idealistic student about to face
the world; Noah Balazs '06, also
young, probabl y less idealistic, and
also; facing the world; and Steven
Weinberg '06, young, but often called
old-tempered , and indisputably
world-oriented , were iTeady for the
offerings of the sociall y conservative
but beer-plentiful Mr. Shaw's: a 12
pack of Milwaukee 's Best Ice, a sixpack of Carrabassett Pale Ale, and a
few nibblers ;
We decided to start with the
"Beast. '"' Taking our hints from reading
years of beer reviews, we knew we
must thoroughl y evaluate the beer. So,
at the first opening of a can, Hamm
was quick to offer the first review of
our beers: their sound.
"It sounds crisp, ' she said, with
Balazs quickl y adding that he was
struggling to smell anything.
"That's not a sound, Noah. You j ust
talked about the smell. We're talking
about sounds now. Sounds" Weinberg

reprimanded .
But Balazs, the stubborn postmodernist he is, ignored his long-time
roommate and continued reviewing,
"It's
describing
the
taste,
just...uh...oh...oh nvy God." He paused
to collect himself for a brief moment
of redefinition. "It's like you could
make beer into a teabag and only dip
the teabag in water for like two seconds. And by this I mean there's not
enough beer in this beer. There simply
needs to be more steeping time;"
"Steeping time?" Weinberg asked,
"rfow can you steep in ice cold
Milwaukee's best ice? Nothing steeps
in ice. The cold is nice. Have you seen
mice?"
"Quite a rhyme!" Hamm noted,
adding that while the beer was ice cold
(to not allow for any steeping) the day
had seemed humid. This, she posited,
could have allowed for a low level of
steepage, accounting for Balazs ' minimal steepage theory.
"It s been a humid day." Balazs
concurred: "Mrnm. 100 percent
humid."
All agreeing on the spring day 's
untimely humidity, Balazs changed
the subject with a question: "Does
cheap beer make you burp more?"
Hamm had the answer: "Yeah, definitely." She said pausing to let out a
loud momentous burp. "That 's probably why I burp so much. I drink cheap
beer all of the time ."
Visibl y suffering from the taste,
Balazs commented that he felt like he
should have a reward for drinking the

Beast. "You do get a reward," Hamm
said. "You get to be in The Echo."
Still , Hamm insisted that Balazs finish
the whole beer. "Is that a requirement?" he inquired , to which
Weinberg responded philosophically,
"What is anything?"
"Shut up," Hamm said.
"Shut up Steven," Balazs echoed.
A large silence filled the room as
Hamm and Balazs realized they had
been too harsh to Weinberg this time,
and throughout their encounters with
him. Hamm and Balazs said they were
sorry, offering their friend and co-editor a Carrabassett.
But then, j ust as Balazs was handing Weinberg a beer Hamm glanced at
the computer screen of Young Ben
Herbst '08's laptop. "Ben is shopping
for a spa in a box for his off-campus
house next year?" She asked. "A spa
in a box?" Echoed Balazs.
"Total Frat boy," Hamm said grabbing her own ale.
"Wicked sick," Balazs agreed.
Going on to note how he has always
been troubled by Herbst's "I' m wearing loafers and you 're not" attitude.
"Hey," Weinberg" interjected , "but
we haven 't really talked about the
Carrabassett that much. I have a
Carrabassett t-shirt. Do you have one,
Noah?"
„ "Yeah," he said, and all three
returned to the stoic work of truth
telling, also known as journalism.
Editor s' note: many of the facts in
this article are questionable. However,
Herbst is shopping f o r a spa in a box.

Who's Who
Todd Dixon '06
By KATIE HAMM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

You may have seen him as just a
flash: either running to one of the
many organizations in which he's
involved or with a large orange bag
and talkie talkie.
Among his many activities,Todd
Dixon '06 is currently head of club
of Colby Emergency Response, say-ing that his experience with the
organization "may have made me a
little more j aded toward the social
scene at Colby. I have on occasion
had to deal with the fall out of alcoholic consumption." Dixon also
holds a leadership position in the
Colby Outing Club, as he is co-president with Susannah Young '06. He
recalled his favorite COC trip as
being the sophomore year spring
break trip he co-led with Young;
they went backcountry skiing in
Montana, and were led by a guide
with the memorable quote oh the
first day of the trip: "At the risk of
sounding unprofessional, does anybody mind if I pack a bowl?"
Additionally, Dixon is chair of the
SGA judicial board and has been a
COOT leader for the past two years:
Dixon, a physics major and education minor from, Fairfield,
Connecticut, has spent a lot of his
time during the past four years actually away from the College. During
his junior year Jan Plan , Dixon
worked as an intern with the Hyde
Wilderness School in Eustis, Maine,
where he was able to combine his
interests in the outdoors and education. "I got a lot of insight into working with students who aren 't
succeeding in traditional schools,
and I got insight into the successes
and shortcomings of non-traditional
educational programs," he said.
Dixon had the opportunity to put his
medical' training' ;, fo' j use "during
January of this year, ' when he
worked with a surgical team in a
hospital in Andhra Pradesh, India.
The team ran a surgical camp for
individuals who were unable to
afford surgeries that they needed.
While there, Dixon was surprised to
see the extent to which people needed to fi ght for healthcare (according
to Dixon, only about 20 percent of
healthcare in India is provided
through the government). He
recalled a time when a family of a
patient who was supposed to receive
a surgery th at got postponed went to
the door of the surgeon late at night
wanting to know why the surgery
had not happened that day, "They
were so scared not to receive the
healthcare and surgical care that
they needed."
In the spring of 2005,'Dbxon studied abroad in Capetown , South

Africa. "1 grew a lot
there and had to address
issues that I hadn 't
addresses before. Race
issues in South Africa
are much more pronounced and in your face
everyday than ..in the
U.S., and dealing with
racial issues on a daily
basis was something I
hadn't done before," he
said. Dixon said he originally decided to study in
South Africa because he
was interested in . ¦ the
similarities in the history
of that country and the
history of the U.S., but
became more interested
NOAH BALAZS / THE COLBY ECHO
in the differences rather Todd Dixon '06
than similarities, shortly
after arriving there.
want, whetheT it's pertinent or not,"
In addition to his activities focus- saying that this often makes the coning on healthcare, Dixon has con- versation more vibrant.
tributed a . lot of his time at Colby to
Dixon will continue working with
working in the community. He has youth next fall , as he travels to the
been a mentor in the Colby Cares Mississippi Delta to teach secondary
About Kids program , all four years school math through the Teach For
and has had the same mentee for the America program. "I feel really
past three. Dixon noted that the rela- strongly that educational change for
tionshi p has ofte n been more chal- social justice is something that needs
lenging than he expected: "I thought to happen and th at I want to do for a
we would immediately have this sort long time, and I think Teach for
of connection and it would be fun all America provides a good model for
the time, but we actually have to getting enthusiastic and motivated
work for it sometimes." Through his people into classrooms in low percourses at the College, Dixon has formance school districts working
also had the chance to impact stu- for change." Dixon said he is most
dents in the area by facilitating both nervous about his ability to motivate
a boys and a girls group. With a part- the students to be excited about
ner, Sara Morgan '07, Dixon works math, but he has a "humble confiwith a group of five sixth grade boys dence." "I think I need to.j>e confiat Winslow Junior High. "We talk dent, but at the same time I need to
about things that are salient in their know that I' m going to fal l flat on
lives —friends, family, we did a unit my face many times and I need to
on media literacy and pressures in have the confidence to get back up
middle school and young adolescent again," he said. As for living in ' the
boys," he said. Dixon said the Delta, Dixon said he's excited to live
biggest reward from the group has in "an incredibly important place,
been seeing the boys open up to and one of the scariest places for civil
|trust 'each other: -"Going in 'f "had rights activitists to go into arid today
some fears that ' tlie boys ' wouldn 't be has some 'of the most segregated
engaged with each other...but they schools in the country." Dixon is
have taken the group very seriously also looking forward to the blues
and been engaged with all the con- music and c ountry fairs of that area,
versations we had ." While they treat as well as the Mississippi River:
him as an adult and with respect, "I' ve always been attracted to the
Dixon said they view hira different- Mississi ppi river, it might be some
ly 'than a regular teacher, remember- sort of Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn
ing the time one of the boys asked thine ."
Looking back at his four years on
him what a "bastard" means, which
the Hill , Dixon said he valued most
Dixon then told him.
Dixon actually facilitated a girls the opportunities he's had here, both
group fi rst , as he was part of the academically and extracurricularly,
Women , Girls and Culture of "I' ve had the opportunity to do realEducation course this fall. Along ly cool Jan Plans off campus , lead
with Laura Williamson '07, Keegan clubs and organizations, be involved
Albaugh '07J and Jackie DuPont '05 in community in ways I hadn 't
of Health y Girl s, Hardy Women, expected , everything I' ve ever wantDixon continues to work with a ed to do has been possible. I've
group of seventh grade girls at the never really been shut down on an
same school. Dixon noted that girls idea."
are more timid when talking, whereas boys "just say whatever they
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MERRY CHRISTMAS
(JOYEAUX NOEL) PG-13
Nightly at 7:00; also matinees
Sat. and Sun. at 2:45

FRIENDS WITH MONEY
R Nightl y at 5:10 and 7:10; kite
shows Fri, and Sat. at 9:10; also
nuilinees Sat. and Sun, at 1:10
and 3;J I)

YANG RAN XI Unrated Nightly
at 5:00; late shows Fri. and Sat. at
9: \5\ also matinees Sat , and Sun.
nl 1:20 and 3:20

THANK YOU FOR SMOKING
'
R Nig htly at 5:20 and 7:20; late '
shows Fri. and Sat , at 9:15; also
matinees Sat. and Sun. at 1:20
and 3:20

Citing the positive steps the
College has taken in regards to the
alternative senior p ledge petition ,
organizers said recently that they
will discontinue their petition.
The alternative senior pledge asked
seniors to refuse to give their senior
donation until the College disclosed
where it has invested its endowment
and pledge to be an active shareholder in these investments in regards to
questions of social justice.
"We achieved what we wanted ,"
said Sarah Kelly '06, who along
with
fellow seniors
Emilia
Tjernstrom and Adil Souza,
authored the pledge. Kelly exp lained
that the thrust of the petition 's efforts
were meant to impress upon College
trustees , who met shortl y after the
petition was launched , that many
seniors take issues of socinl responsibility seriously.
"Wo really wanted to use it as n
pressure point to get proper attention ," Kell y added , and suid that she
has appreciated the trustees recognizing the student concerns by passing n resolution to find out how
much the location of where the
College 's endowment is invested.
"Becuuso they ure investi gating it ,
we don 't have to continue with it,"

she said.
Kell y said that the three authors
initiall y conceived of the idea of this
petition more along the lines of an
alternative pledge than just a political statement. This sort of a petition
would have explai ned to the College
that if it did not respond fittingly to
the requests , then students would
take the money normall y directed
toward s the senior pledge and donate
it to another cause with a social justice underpinning , She encouraged
underclassmen to continue the idea
in future years, stressing that the
authors simply did not have the time
to organize such u petition so late in
the year with their own theses and
final projects to finish,
Organizers of the alternative
senior p ledge petition claimed that
by the end of their pledge, around 10
percent of the senior class wore signatories, and more approached the
authors interested in its proposals,
While the alternative senior
pled ge petition has ended , the official senior class pledge is still nctivo
through graduation, Toini Kivas '06,
co-chair of the senior pledge committee , was happy to see the petition
run its course. "This is great. We are
hippy to see thut the trustees and the
college are so responsive to student
concerns . We hope this will have a
positive effect on senior pledge ,"
she said,
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Thousands of students participated in Colby Cares Day around the Waterville arca.on Saturday, Apr. 29.

Glass of 2010 takes shape; more diverse
are the same as they have been in the
past two years, a score of 690 for both
the verbal and mathematical sections.
Parker noted that the new SAT format
did not change the admission process

By CHELSEA EAKIN
ASST. NEWS ED/TOR

.

It 's that time of year again. Hi gh
school seniors are busy visiting colleges and try ing. to decide where they
want to spend the next.four years of
their life ..
So far, the . College has. accepted
205 students through Earl y Decision.
The target size for the class of 2010 is
480 students entering in September
with an additional 35 to 40 entering in
January after partici pating in-one of
the College 's study abroad~pTcrgrams
in Dijon , France or Salamanca , Spain.
"The last two classes were larger
than anticipated and this combined
with fewer, kids opting In Jive off
campus and less students stud ying
abroad were all in . part causes for
Parker Beverage
needing the Colb y Gardens ," Parker
Dean of Admissions andBeverage , dean "of Admissions and
Financial Aid
Financial Aid , said. ' The class of 2009
had 512 students arriving on campus
in September, arid an additional 44
am vine , in J anuarv. 1 n order to avoid , -in any bi g way.
another - 'larg e ' class the College
Spring is a busy time for the admisdropped its overall admit rate '-by five sions office and this spring has been
percent (his year, (To m 37 percent to even busier with app lications for first3-2. percent. The College was . also year admission having increased nine
more, cautious . with acceptances and and a half percent from last year to
placcd moie st .u denls ' on the waitlist.
this year, pushing the total number of
The SAT averages for the admitted app lications to 4,242. Each applica-

I can say without any hesitation that we're
going to make
some strides
forward toward
the goal of
being more ~ ^
racially diverse.

tion is read at least three times, with
preliminary readers going through
between 15 and 20 applications a day
and tertiary readers going through as
many as 100 in a day.
"One encouraging statistic is that
while last year the College enrolled a
total of 58 students who were Latin
American, Asian America, Native
American, or African American, this
year, with the application process still
in progress, that number has already
reached 70," Beverage said.
"I can say without* any hesitation
that we're going to make some strides
forward toward the goal of being more
racially diverse,' Beverage said.
So far, the College has enrolled 32
international students from 22 different countries, including Barbados,
Ethiopia , Zimbabwe, Nepal and
Vietnam. Over half of enrolling students in the last few years have come
from outside New England, showing
that the College is no longer the
regional school it was 25 years ago.
Of this year's applicants, 78% applied
from within the US and 22% from
outside, numbers consistent with
those of the past few years.
Students have until May 1 to officially inform the College of their
intentions to enroll.

M El^edleadersexcitedaboutne^

tioivwill be created for, and this will
ensure that we have a consistent force
behind our motions, and that less will
fall throug h the cracks,"Testo said.

form of an honor code or not, we
believe that a shared statement of values is important."
Both Testo and Starr said they will
be looking into various reforms in
He elaborated saying that since he
Leaders look forward
College policy, and both will rely on
hel ped members write some motions
While the creation of a new execu- their backgrounds, Testo in SGA and
this year , he often.felt invested in them
during meetings and felt responsible to . tive board position is the biggest thing Starr as a member of the hall staff.
¦
speak on behalf of them, . ' ' ' ..
going on ri ght now for Testo, he is
"A big thing for us is just going to
¦. "What it - w ill end up doing is allow- looking forward to next year in gener- be responding to things that come up,
.
ing the . SGA' exec board to put more al. "Miki and 1 are both reall y excited issues that are spur of the moment .
¦
time and el fort into Presidents * about next year, and we're feeling One of our biggest challenges is going
Council members and give them more reall y positive about a proactive and to be rolling with the punches, more
assistance. It will really maximize the e fficient 2006-2007 . Presidents ' than anything else," Starr said, speakpotential of student government , as a Council. "
• . ' ,,.!t ing- on the unpredictable nature of
"I am absolutel y ecstatic about next SGA and PC.
whole ," .SGA President Doniiie
O'Cal' ag luin '06 said.
year ; it is toug h at the, .end of the year
"1 think they are going to do a great
Russe 'nr also said that this position to. be already thinking about the job , I think Tom has learned a lot this
will hel p prevent .m otions - froni falling
future , but we think ;it is going to be a year in his role, and Miki is going to
through the cracks and hel p PC mem- very successfu l year," Starr said.
bring a whole new perspective to the
bers do their job _-moi;e effectively
While a version of an honor code SGA exec board , and I think its going
since motions will be better written.
recentl y failed PC, students can to be a great year," O'Callaghan said ,
"Donnie ,.' |SCiA Vice President expect sonic more discussion next
Romeo Raugci -'06 ' ,. and . the rest of year. "We're going to continue to look
Appointments made
this year 's executive board spent a lot closel y at some sort of statement of
Testo and Starr have made several
of time doing the things that this posi- community values. Whether in the appointments to fill residence hall
president vacancies and one executive board position . Nicholas Cade
'08 will be secretary, Hillary Smith
'08 will be president of the Heights,
Mark Harris '09 will be president
of Colby Gardens residence hall,
Liza Comeau '09 will be president
of Piper residence hall and David
Brand '08 will be president of
Treworgy residence hall. Testo and
Starr will fill vacancies in Williams
residence hall and Woodman residence hall next fall when first-years
arrive, as well as appoint two firstyears to the position of Class of
2010 representatives. By the end of
this year, they will fill the executive
board positions of parliamentari an
and webmaster, and appoint a
Harold and Bibby Alfond Senior
Apartments Complex and an Oifcampus representative. Also, they
will appoint a president of
rciio in c PHOTO
Goddard-Hod
gkins residence hall.
S (!A President-elect Tom Testo '07 and Vice Pres ident-elect Mik i Starr '07.
Continued From Page 1

CLASS SPEAKERS: CommencementspeakerandBassettAwardchosen
Continued from I' ny.v. 1
even though that is the way it is usuall y defined. Tin 1 idea of youth as
beauty ami of youth ln iii f, only skindeep is iliH ))',einiis , as H makes idealism seem skin-deep, ephemeral ,
passing. Opal said . Instead , Opal
urj>ed llit* seniors I D li- 'hl this message , and have youth and idealism
become a part of themselves . The
Uassell Award was created by the
class nf \^^ to honor a distinguished
member of the facult y.
The winners of Service Award ,
I' ivcn to a member of the staff or
administration for his/he r ileiliciilion
l<> (lie .stildeiil body, were also
announced on Tuesday. Registrar
George Coleiiian and Director of
Student Activities Kelly Wharton
share the award this year.
"I' m excited to follow in the pen
pie 's footsteps |who hav e previously
won - h " ' e v - i i . M

n

i l ii ! . i i i i ,,

" M ' 1 , . , 1 ' 1.1 1 . < ; i j i |

¦
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u i . i l , ;i n u n , , . H e l i n n k l l l ) . 1,

of you. The best part is that it comes
from the students. It' s on very short
and timel y instances when 1 deal with
seniors , no it 's great to know that it 's
meaningful. "
Seniors also voted for the reci pient

of the Condon Medal , which is
awarded to a member of the class of
2006 who has demonstrated constructive citizenship. The winner of that
award is , not announced until commencement .

DANA flHCNIH-RO /TMC COl RV tCIIO

I ' nnicis < 'hapiii vilimn '()(> will be this year s' class commencement speaker.

2006 AwardRecip ients
April 24, 2006
College Awards
¦
. ' , ' .' " '•
Arthur Galen Eustis,' Jr. Award - Erendira Munoz '07
-Awarded to a junior class hall staff member who exhibits the "qualities of
integrity,leadership, warmth of personality, and true concern of others."

V

Lelia M. Forster Award - Pamela Colon '09 & Peter Perry -Friedman '09
-Awarded to a first-year man and woman who "by their academic performance
command respect from their classmates, have contributed to the campus, and have
shown the chara cter and ideals mo^t likely to benefit society/'
Lt John Parker Holden II Award - Patrick Sanders- '08
-Awarded to.the^ sfuclent who exemplifies the principles of Lt. Holden, which are
"good citizenship, responsibility, integrity,and loyalty."
Kim Miller Award - Alan Ozarozvski '07
-Awarded to a junior man who exhibits "devotion to family, loyalty to his
College and respect for his country."
.
Lorraine Morel Memorial Award - Adriana Nordin Manan '07
-Awarded to a junior woman who has contrituted to the academic and social life
on camplisthrough "purpose and service."
Jacquelyn Nunez Award - Emila Tjernstrom '06
-"Awarded to a woman with high scholastic standing arid active participation
on campus."
Ninetta Runnals Award - Gabe Adams '06
-Awarded to a woman with active participation in campus affairs and high academic standing.
Ethel M. Russell Memorial Award /^
-Given in honor of Russell, a member of the class of 1900, who participated in
Chi Omega Sorority, played basketball and was a member olxthe Kappa Alpha
Honor Society.
'
'
Philip W. Tirabassi Memorial Award - Dan Melega '07 & Michael Klaus '07
-Awarded to a junior man who "willingly assists his classmates, promotes the
best interest of the school, and maintains superior academic standing."
Carrie M. True Award - Tu-Quyen Nguyen '06
-Awarded to an undergraduate female for religious leadership and influence.
Patty Valavanis Award - Jessica Min ty '06
-¦Awarded to a senior woman athlete who exhibited "qualities of academic and
athletic excellence and personal leadership and sportsmanship."

Student Government Associa tion Awards
The Kol Harvey Award - Hillary Smith '08
-Presented annually to the Presidents' Council member who shows a commitment to PC and constituency duties and are "recognized for upholding the tradition of quality student government in the eyes of his or her peers."
The SGA Progressive Leadership Award - Cheryl Toivnsend-Gilkes
-Granted to a student, faculty member, or administrator for their "efforts to
heighten awareness of humanitarian issues and their ongoing work to improve the
campus climate by striving to make Colby a more accepting, inclusive community."
SGA Service Award - Kelly Wharton
-Awarded to a faculty member, administrator, or staff member for their "excellent counsel and extraordinary dedication 'to student leadershi p and the student
body."

Student Programming Board Awards
SPB Faculty/Staff Recognition Award - Patrick Dooling
-Awarded to the faculty or sta ff member who has helped the SPB to achieve its
goals during the year.
SPB Commitment/Service Award - Ka then ne Kaleski '08
-Awarded to a committee member who has had an impact on their committee as
'
well as others.
. ,
SPB Spirit Enthusiasm Award - Dan Robojf '09
-Awarded to a committee member who has shown enthusiasm in SPB to other
members as well as the entire community.

The end of theline:searchingf o r A view from the other
somethingbeyondmy rep utation side of the blue book

EDITORIAL

Report card time
It' s that time of the semester again, time for The Echo to hand out
grades to Colby 's' most notable student organizations.
This semester we have seen the SPB bring in several big name acts and
we are looking forward to their Spring Loudness concert. Furthermore, it
is impressive that their upcoming concert will be benefiting someone
other than Colby students, namely the Harold Alfond Center for Cancer
Care. In what has definitely been a transition year in the organization 's
young history, they have effectively been , able to fill some of the perceived deficiencies in this year's social scene, and retain parts of the
social scene on campus. However, we would like to hear more from some
of the other, nonmusicaJ, comniittees.
Student Programming Board: AThe performance of Presidents ' Council this spring has once again been
less than thrilling. Fundamental problems with the way they Work exist:
motions, are often poorly researched' or do not represent constituents'
input, and when worthy topics are discussed, they sire rarely followed up
on. PC does not need to change the world, they do not need to completely change Colby College, they just need to make effective changes for students, even if that starts on a small scale. "While it is commendable that
they passed several civic-minded motions this year, the fact that those
efforts started outside of PC is noteworthy. Their close attention to the
revised alcohol points system and the honor code shows the influence that
PC can have as an overseeing body.
Presidents' Council: CLast spring we heard a lot of promises from SGA President Dorinie
O'Callaghan '06 and Vice-resident Romeo Raugei '06, however, it is hard
to find too many that they carried through on. Concerns with the Jitney
went unanswered and we heard no mention of a sexual assault initiative;
they have been able to set up some communication with other SGAs
around the NESCAC and arrange working groups to better organize PC,
but until we see results from these two things, exec can hardly be lauded
for them. While secretary Tom.Testo '07 and Zach Russem'06 both fulfilled their duties admirably this year (especially Russem, The Echo
appreciates his control of PC meetings and efforts to speed them up);
DePre and Gillis seemed to neglect their duties (Did anyone even tell
Gillis he had duties?), especially this spring. Next year, the exec needs to
serve as leaders for PC members and to give the board guidance, something this year 's exec has struggled to do. .

MEBONICS

By MATT MORRISON

I walk into the office of Mike
Morgan, my tennis coach, nay junior
year. It is during the warm-up stage of
college nervous breakdown. I tell him
why I fled the campus for the weekend * why I skipped the Middlebury
tournament to do so, and I try to communicate to him the general nature of
my unrest: "I, f eel like a compiete
mess, a public spectacle, and my anxious mind is getting the best of me."
That sort of thing. Mike takes in all
my stress and he offers me some beautiful advice in response."The words
are simple, but the message is profound: "You can't always control your
reputation, Matt."
It is the fall of my senior year and
college nervous breakdown is in full
effect. I feel out of control. I haven 't
been sleeping at night for weeks. I
can't formulate a thought that feels
sincere. My emotions exact utter dominance over my life. I do not know if I
have the wherewithal to feel genuinely happy again. At one point I call
Financial Services to figure how
much money my parents will get if I
leave school midway through the first
semester. My friend Rebeccah takes
over my life for me. She is on-call for
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advice for him. He knows it's good
advice for me too. Daniel's sign contains the spirit of Mike's message and
the spirit of Beccah's. It asks us to stop
over-devoting ourselves to what others
think of us. It implores us to disregard
all unnerving hypotheticals, to stop
worrying about the things outside bur
control, or—and this may be the
source of revolutionary energy—to
embrace what we cannot control. We
have this vague conception of what the
larger world thinks of us: whether it is
the worj d of Colby College, our families, or some other construction. We
use these masses—what we think
these masses think of us—to construct
our reputation. The endeavor is fruitless. We will new understand the
inner-workings of our own mind or the
mind of another, much less the mind of
some.collective whole.
I leave Colby College but I will
never escape the thoughts of you. I
will never escape the thoughts of me,
and.I will never escape your thoughts
of me. When I try to consider what
you think of me I get confused and
frustrated. You are too big. You are a
mass beyond my control. I will keep
trying to experience you for what you
are, and Twill fail when I think I know
you. If I have-an opinion left it is this:
I never really know you and you never
really know me. But it's ok. Knowing
is too absolute.
If I ever give up knowing, I will be
free for a time. I "will sit around all day
and wait for glimpses of "beauty. And
if beauty doesn 't come soon, I will
fight for it. I wiTT risk knowing again
for the luxury of unknowing to return.

If I have an opinion left it is this:
I never really
know you and
you never really
know me. But
it 's ok. Knowing
is too absolute.
Lilly Pulitzer donning, ball of neon
happiness becomes this furnace of
outrage, attacking the worl d for
attacking her Ian.) Beccah furiously
builds my confidence. Her words:
"You are Matt Morrison and you
don't have to give a fuck what anybody thinks of you." Her message: "I
love you no matter what"
Hanging on my friend Daniel 's door
is a sign that reads, "Not everyone has
to like you." He knows it's good

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. BASSETT

Several years ago, 1read a story in
some magazine in which this graduate wrote to the Yale Alumni Journal
describing a recurrent nightmare that
he had been having several times a
year after returning to Yale after
WWII. In the dream, Sriarl (a rare
name), a professor, is giving a final
exam next day, and the alum has
hardly cracked; a book since he
signed up for the course some four
months ago.
This presents the perfect dilemma:
does he try to drop the course
(impossible)? Does he request an
extension from Beloved Old
Professor Snarl (unlikel y, since
Beloved Old Professor Snarl has permitted NO cuts in his class, even on
an everyday basis, let alone for a
final examination)? And Snarl's
course in not something like literature or sociology or stage movement^—areas of study that anyone
might be able to bull the Old Man
into thinking that poor, hapless

What time Is
my class? Have
I retired?,..Ah ,
the horror , the
horror to be on
the correcting
side of the
bluebook.

Crusty speaks: overcoming awkwardness

SGA Executive Board: C

SPECIALS

me. She devotes herself to me because
she knows I need her. When I am
down, she offers herself so wholly and
so necessarily. She is . a beautiful
woman. I slowly begin to take care of
myself again.
It's January, and I feel miserable
for whatever reason. Somebody gave
me shit or something—maybe I did
my part to provoke it, knowing me.
Rebeccah senses my misery and she
gets defensive of me—-for me. (It's a
wonderful thing when Beccah gets
defensive. A deliriously energetic,

By SUZANNE MERKELSON
NEXT YEAR'S OPINIONS EDITOR

On the second day of COOT, I
woke up with a crusty left eye. We're
talking crusty—bloodshot-red, puscovered, veins-inflamed , bubonicpi agueish, scabby crust. I spent the
next week or so in and out of the
Health Center, constantly wiping the
seepage emanating from my eye with
an omnipresent gauze pad, explaining
to people why, I couldn 't shake their
hands when I met them ("I'm kind
of...contagious"). 1 even garnered a
befitting nickname—Crusty. Needless
to say, I was pretty awkward .
I strongly believe that everyone
here is slightly socially challenged in
one way or another. Perhaps
Admissions takes this into account
when assembling each new class in
some dark-humored ploy to amuse
themselves, Perhaps they sit back and
giggle, just imagining the situations
where awkward kids congregate on a
frozen hill with the aid of substances
like alcohol and hormones. I was too
awkward myself at first to notice this
phenomenon, However, as I' ve settled
in here, again and again I find myscll
asking, "Do I actually go to school
here? With these people ''"

wanted to avoid. I delved into my subjects, actually enjoying my reading,
talking to my professors, spending far
too much time in the library (you've
probably seen me—the Street, Bobsend, armchairs to the right). I made
the effort to leave the cozy (yet
drama-ridden) nest of Foss-Woodman
and hung out with some new people. I
tried to repeat what my first semester
should have been, but this time,
instead of hiding from my awkward,
ness, I embraced it.
That's not to say that I'm the perfect picture of a college student. I still
have regrettable nights. I still spill
stuff at meals (today at lunch, for
example, when I dropped my entire
tray at Bobs during prime dining
hours, breaking two square plates and
a square bowl and staining my
favorite pants...yeah, I'm that girl). I
still spend an obscene amount of time
on Facebook (I' ve probably stalked
you at some point this year). There are
still plenty of things I still want to do
and people I still want to meet.
I guess that 's why they call it "firstyear," as opposed to "freshman."
There arc still p lenty of years to go
and plenty more time to find my place
in Colby 's bubble. And each year, not
just the first one, has the potential to
be fresh.
Hi , I' m Crusty. I'll be next year 's
Opinions Editor. Write for me. Please.
I have absolutely no idea what I'm
doing. And, don 't worry, I' m not contagious anymore (although my awkwardness is).

I tried to combat my awkwardness
and became a self-declared mess dup
ing first semester. I made some bad
decisions. I did some things I regret .
And I'm not saying those days are
done, because bad decisions are a part
of life. They build character. I built a
lot of character this year.
I finished Jan Plan and I was tired
with the way my year-was going. I
was having fun, but I was generally
unhappy. I did a lot of stuff, but I was
unfulfilled. I was no longer the same
academical ly-passionate, overachieving go-getter I used to be and I really

I guess that 's
why they call it
"first-year, " as
opposed to
"freshman'\..for
each year, not
just the first one,
has the potential
to be fresh.
missed it. So I started over. I app lied
to be the assistant layout editor of The
Echo (and will be furthering my plans
for journalistic domination at Colby
next year as Opinions liditor) .-! started training for a marathon. 1 figured
out which clubs 1 actually wanted to
be a part of and which e-mail lists 1

Bassett, the alum , might ve cracked a
book since classes began in February.
No, you see, Snarl teaches differential equations (Diff-e as we math buffs
are wont to call it), a course the roommate, a biologist, considered a gut .
"Got a B without cracking a book," he
explained. So Bassett Went to class
the first two weeks without fail, then
began to absent himself more and
more frequently in April. And it turns,
out now, come exam time, that the rest
of the class is waving its arms in the
air ("1 know! I know! Call on me!"),
while I slouch down in a desk, hoping
that Snarl will have pity (unlikely) or
that 1 will strangle myself on the writing surface.
And then I wake up. Hundreds of
grads wrote to the YalcAlumni
Journal , saying that that was THEIR
dream . And it seems that almost
every undergraduate in the last 50
years has had that dream , often
repeatedly. And not just among Yale
students. When the AP picked up the
story, thousands of college alumni
from Alaska to Wyoming wrote to
say that the exam-next-day was their
dream,
Last night , 1 had another dream. I
once again awoke in a film of sweat,
Continued on Page 7

Seniors in the Pub
How do you decide who is goingon yo urlist?
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How do we use the unsatisf actory tools we have to write a better f uture?
One of the more distressing developments in classroom technology is
the continuing replacement of the
sturdy blackboard with the . shiny
whiteboard. This is most unfortunate,
I believe, from an aesthetic perspective. Who could prefer the cold corporate and colorless whiteboard to the

things quite a lot so it is striking to me
that this year at Colby we have had a
few controversies involving these
very objects: whiteboards and chalk.
Obviously these are tools of communication. White boards are now
used in classrooms to write out lecture
points v i in my class to list truant students ii- ovder to castigate them in
absentia. White boards are also used
in dorms to leave messages, which
often range widely in crudity and suc-

sage at all. But these boards by their
nature are a transitory medium; most
messages I see usually say things
about wanting to have dinner or wanting a phone call. So my question from
all this is: Why then would a white
board be used as a space to write racist
and hateful messages?
I am a literary and visual fellow
and I believe in the power of the imagination. So I have tried recently to
imagine what was going on in the

aching to scream out his intolerance?
Or is he just naive and is driven to set
off racial firecrackers? Was it spontaneous in that lie happened to handily
find a marker attached to the board?
As these questions accumulate I then
start to become irritated with my
curiosity: Who really cares about this
person's psychology? Is this not just
giving more undue attention to ignorance and bigotry? Are we bizarrely
ennobling boorish and drunken behav-

shape of the imagination. Most times
boards are not wiped entirely clean
and you can still see messy traces of
what was erased. I think of traces
when I think oTchalk also. It would be
difficult to conceive of a more humble
writing instrument than chalk. Its
dusty powder makes it more ideal in
an outside space, which gives it a specific relation to the public sphere.
The public visibility of chalkings
links these messages and images to

nobly classical wooden panels of the.
blackboard? Additionally, the markers
used for these whiteboards have an
anemic color base and are always
about to completely dry out.
Contrastinglyj chalk has physicality
and an authentic presence: it leaves its
dust traces everywhere it goes. You
can see the piece of chalk disintegrate
and get smaller with use, and it has a
use until it reaches its smallest nub.
Clearly I think about these sorts of

cinctness. T.li've at Foss and next door
to me two students who moved out in
December left a long and moving
message, saying farewell to their two
other roommates. That message is still
there and it is now May. Everyday I
walk by it and I compulsively read at
least part of the message even though
I do not really want to. I want to ask
the occupants if they keep it there out
of sentimentality or laziness. Maybe
they are not even aware of the mes-

writer 's mind. (I am going to assume
just for economy's sake that the writer
was a lone individual male.) "What was
he thinking? Apparently some late
Saturday night or Sunday morning,
the writer was drunk when he
scrawled something about how* all
black people should die. The Latin
phrase is in vino Veritas: so was bur
writer, drunk and filled with the selfconfidence of his inci pient racism?
Does he attend classes, frustrated and

ior by assigning social significance to
it? So then I wonder who wiped the
board clean. Did it come right off?
Did it need lots of spray and most
importantly, did it leave traces?
Here I would like to introduce the
idea of traces. Deconstruction argues
that what we write can only be a trace
of the thought itself. Words are the
traces of thoughts, and not the
thoughts themselves. Words are substitutes, sometimes poor ones, for the

graffiti. While an artist like Keith
Haring used the spray can to express
cultural and political messages
throughout the urban landscape of
New York City, graffiti is more often
seen as urban blight and "tagging" is
associated with gang activity. But in
graffiti the medium is the permanency
of spray paint; chalking uses a much
more delicate and ephemeral form. So
it-j sj mportant to me to consider how
some students think of chalking as a

By DANIEL CONTRERAS . _
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

Typing my blues away: a guy urging
you to take a risk for the one you love
would wander around those dorms for
There! I said it! I hate the dating
the hell of it?
scene on campus. I hate the shallow
, ___,
The point is that I have spent a notion of hooking up, and T wish a
majority of my high school and col- change would ,come. Make fun of me
lege years stone cold afrai d of women all you waiit, but at least now I am
1 like. The reason I think about myl brave enough to pour my heart out on
fear now is because 1 only have a few the last opinion article I'll ever do for
more weeks of school left. I'm sort of The Echo. Right now, as I'm typing
By DAN BURKE
in this midlife crisis mode where I'm this article away, I realize I have nothSTAFF WRITER
thinking nor about the things I .did, but ing left to lose. I only have a short
the things I didn 't do and should hav e time left on this campus, and I have at
There's a part in The 40 Year Old done, especially telling women I like least a year 's worth of propensity
Virgin, among many parts I really like how I really feel. Nick Oxenhorn was imprisoned by the bars of insecurity
in that movie, where Andy Stitzer discussing in last week's Opinions just waiting to break out.
(Steve Carrell) is trying to enter the section about people who stop you
On that note, I will end my article
store that this woman he likes work in. from hooking up with a woman. I'm with advice for any senior guy who
He gets to the door, and is about to saying that it hurts even more when has been too afraid to tell a woman
open it, but he stops and begins breath- the person who has stopped you all he likes her, for I know I'm not alone.
ing heavil y. It's obvious that his nerves along is yourself.
It may have been because of the
are bouncing around inside him , and
It's not just fear that 's been stop- failed method of ignoring this
he's afraid of walking in there and say- ping mev though. It's also that the dat- woman to get her to like you, or siming anything beyond "hello" to this ing scene here on campus is as dead as pl y because of fear. Here 's my
woman. He then walks off, simply
advice: Let her know, and leave it at
unable to open that door. He eventualthat. There is probably going to be an
ly does in a later scene, but that 's
awkward silence, or a revelation that
another story. Every time 1 see that
she has a boyfriend , but expect nothmovie, I see that particular scene and
ing else. If you make a fool out of
say, "Man , I can totally relate!"
yourself, it doesn 't matter because
There have been times where I' ve
you 're speaking from your heart.
found myself unable lo call a woman
Plus, there 's the ultimate chance
whose number I asked for. I've dialed
that you may meet up with this
her dmnn number into my cell phone,
woman five, maybe even ten, years
and have just held the phone there in
down the line. She may have had a
front of me unable to push the green
messy breakup, or some other reason
button on the left to call her. I could just
to reconnect with someone she knows.
feel those nerves playing with my lower
Perhaps I'm too much of a romantic,
but to look up at what could be is far
intestines like bongo drums, my bones
better than to look down at what is.
just frozen in place wanting to move.
I' ve had this same problem when I lkn Affleck's movie career, lt seems The paralysis of fear is a barrier that
approach a crush's dorm room. If I as though when you ask women out , must be broken by the battering rain
knock , she 'd probably ask me how 1 they 're either too busy or they don 't of opportunity. Fear never stopped
found her room , or what I was doing feel like straying away from the wide- Hellboy, it 's not going to stop me, and
in her dorm in the fust place. The ly held campus belief about dating. it shouldn 't stop you. So put down this
worst part js, I could never say, "Well, Maybe I' m speaking solely from per- paper and unpack that excess baggage
I was just wandering around and I sonal experience, or perhaps I repre- that 's in your heart before you pack up
happened across your room." This sent n silent majority of guys on your dorm room and leave for good.
excuse is especiall y problematic in campus who want to date someone, Someday you'll thank me.
dorms like Leonard or Marriner. Who and not just hook up with them.

There! I said it! I
hate the dating
scene on campus.
I hate the shallow
notion of hooking
up, and I wish a
change would
come.

form of activism because by its very
form, the politics of a chalked message is going to have its own limitations. Who will see the message? Will
the message spark thoughts about the
issue at hand or will it be walked
upon and often scuffed by hurrying
students? In other words, what is the
impact of a chalked message?
It is here that traces become a useful image. No message written in
chalk on any college campus is going
to change the world.
And conversely, no
message drunkenly
scrawled on a whiteboard is gong to gratify the bigot's aim. But
all these messages
leave traces of their
history and the effects
of the past. We cannot
predict the effectiveness of any message
written in chalk but
we can say something
about the impulse that
believes in that effectiveness. We cannot
completely prevent
anyone from scrawling hate on a whiteboard but we can
understandit as corning from a buried
and unconscious American past. You
see, I do not think anything ever gets
completely erased. T think we see
traces all around us of the past and
sometimes we see traces of the future
too. It is in the dialectic between these
that we now find ourselves. How do
we use the tools we have, the unsatisfactory ones like whiteboards, and
classic ones like chalk, to write a better future"?

Debunking the many myths of Jeminism

By AINE MCCARTHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If you were having a lovely square
plate dinner at Bobs, and a person,
maybe a friend , declared himself or
herself as a feminist (or
made some comment
that seemed "feminist"),
what would your reaction be? Usually, it
segms to be rolled eyes,
stagnant silence or conversation change and
avoidance of the issue ,
Crazy angry feminist.
What if a person said
that he or she was
against racism or that he
or she was a queer ally?
Something tells me that
eyes
wouldn 't
be
rolling .
I' m really trying to
figure out why this happens. "Why is feminism
seen either as a joke or
something completely
radical? May be it 's
because feminism can be
subjective, implying different versions and
therefore leading to disagreement.
The disagreement then leads to controversy. And controversy somehow
leads to categorizing. And categorizing turns us all into smelly, man-hating, angry dykes with shaved heads
who wear overalls. And this ol
course, turns out to be a tremendously easy way to write off feminists as
crazy.
Here's the thing: lots of feminists

believe strongly in different things
and may have - completely different
agendas. Maybe they dedicate themselves to pro-choice legislation or to
stopping
domestic
violence.
Feminists could take their stand in
rape awareness or ending sexual
assault. Maybe a feminist sells toys
for children that actually look like
real women. A feminist might produce a movie with an assertive, rather
than passive, female character.
Feminists might be stay-at-home
moms who raise their children equal-

ly, despite gender, with confidence
and positive reinforcement.
Feminism isn't so undetectable or
far-fetched at Colby either. How
about Jamie IManzcr, pointing out the
awkwardness of the female quota filling in I-Play? Or Joerose Tharukan
and Jen Scotland for producing a play
gives a voice to female sexuality? Or
Todd Dixon and Keegan Albaugh , for
being the only two men to ever take

Women, Girls and the Culture of
Education (ED332) while simultaneously acting as mentors to groups of
teenage girls in town? A feminist
might be a person who speaks up
when a woman is degraded as a slut,
or a tramp, or a skank, or a whore
because of the clothes she's wearing
at a dance in Page. Or, feminists may
be found in a group of guys that
throw a party where the theme isn't
women wearing the least amount of
clothing. A feminist could be a fan
that attends a women 's sporting
event, and is there to do
more than take note of the
attraction level of the athletes. Or a feminist could
be a guy that recalls having
sex with a woman rather
than "banging her." A feminist could be a person who
turns off pornography, not
for its sexual exposure, but
f or its demonstrati on of
passive women and dominating or violent men.
You may not sign on for
every single form of feminism listed above. In fact,
you might have your own
definition of feminism and
be taking action on it right
now. But instead of the
many perceptions of feminism creating controversy,
stereotyping and a lack of
respect, let's try to turn
subjectivity into discourse
and understanding. We certainly didn 't get very far ending
racism by ignoring civil rights, and
we won't get very far ending sexism
by ignoring conversations, categorizations, degradations and institutionalization . So maybe if someone
docs make a comment notoriously
"feminist," you might look him or her
in the eyes with intent and curiosity
rather than staring down at the five
ravioli chilling on your square plate.

National symbol tu rned image of terrorism: Remove the Palestinian flag from Foss

By ROSS KAPLAN
STAFF WRITER

On one of my most recent trips to
Foss dining hall , I couldn 't help but
notice (hat the Palestinian flag still
Hies proudly among the other Hugs
there. If my memory serves me correctly, this is the HIUUO location
where it has flown since January. At

fust it did not bother me so much
becuuse after nil , 1 support the idea
of a democratic and independent
Palestinian stale existing side by side
in peace with a Jewish state of Israel.
However, the events of the past few
months, as well as today 's events ,
have forced me to change my mind.
As a disclaimer, I am well aware
that Colby has a long standing tradition of making its international students feel a bit more comfortable by
flying the flag of the country of their
origin in f' oss dining hnlr<*n ii rotating
basis. I have even had good rotations
with the Palestinian student who goes
here. Nevertheless, in recent months,

Ihc Palestinian ling has taken on a
much more nefarious
tone. In February, the
Palestinian people
overwhelmingly
voted for Hamas and
it currently controls
the Palestinian legislature. Sure Mamas
adopted a more moderate tone in it 's transition into a political
party, but fhe fact of
the matter is that
Mamas was responsible for the deaths of
thousands of innocent Israeli civi linns,

still refuses to recognize and calls for
the destruction of
Israel, and is still
recognized as a
terrorist organization , by both the
United States and
the
European
Union,
Since Mamas
now controls the
Palestinian government, , the
Palestinian flag
has become n do
facto symbol of
Homos. Thus, it is now ft flag that rep;

I implore the
proper authorities...remove this
symbol of death
and destruction
from our dining
hall.

resents the acceptance of terrorism .
Perhaps the flag's terrorist symbolism
is not pressing enough for those who
hung the Palestinian Hag in Foss, to
admit they are wrong in letting the
flag remain, After all , since Hamas
took power, they could argue that terrorist attacks have been minimal. Dut
for that to be true you have to ignore
those pesky Qassam missile attacks,
which are launched daily from Gaza
into northern Israel, Most recently, fl
suicide bomber from Islamic Jihad
blew himself up near Tel Aviv's central bus station killing nine and injuring dozens of innocent civilians. In
response, the llamas-led Palestinian

government not only refused to condemn the attack , but also actually justiliecL.it. I' m no International Studies
major, but the^ last time I checked,
when the government of one nation
condones and probabl y assisted in an
attack against another nation 's civilians, that is an act of war.
Based on the events of the last few
months, there, is no reason that the
Palestinian flag, as the symbol of
Hamils, should remain, I implore the
proper authorities to do the right thing
and remove this symbol of death und
destruction from our dining hull.

On The Echo's anonymityp olicy
By TIM STENOVEC

'
. ." / ,.' - . STAFF WRITER '

Earlier this semester, Laura Golann
and I approached the editors of The
Echo to pitch a story idea: we wanted
to investigate and document the illicit
use of amphetamines, or "study
drugs," on Colby's campus. It is a
well-known fact that in order to abide
by our celebrated adage "work hard,
play hard" (or "play harder" if you're
in the Xtreme Class of 2007), students
often turn to Ritalin , Adderall ,
Dexedrine, Concerta, or other study
drugs to give them that extra edge
when working. We thought it would
be a fascinating, yet revealing and
beneficial article to publish.
But we ran into a roadblock. Young
Ben Herbst, soon to be Editor m Chief
(can you believe it?), informed me
that The Echo, while having no "official" policy against using anonymous
sources, heavily discourages them.
How, then, were we . supposed to get
students to talk with us "on the
record" about their illegal use of
amphetamines, especially when possession of them without a prescription
is a felony in most states?. Rush
Limbaugh's recent legal trouble
reminds us of the perils of having pills
without a prescription, but that's
beside the point: the article would resonate little without persons [or people] willing to share their experiences
and stories, illuminating the personal
impact of this phenomenon.
The Echo's from years past reveal
that the newspaper has not always
been opposed to anonymous sources,
and, when reliable, of course, emphasize their importance.

In March, 1968, Elliot Jaspin,
Assistant Editor of The Echo,
launched an investigation into staff
wages, what he called "the IvyCovered Sweat Shop." Jaspin found
that Colby had three pay scales for
what he called the College's "blue
collar workers," noting that even at
the highest .pay scale, an employee
working 48 hours a week would earn
in a year $24 under the Bureau of
Labor Standards "minimum subsistence level" of 1947. Jaspini concluded his first article by putting "forth a
modest proposal:" "for Colby to raise
its wages to the minimum subsistence
level of 1947...[it is] essential that
Colby not let its pay scale lag any

It is my hope
that Herbst will
look for opportunities to feature
articles thai
uncover injustices within our
community.
more than 21 years behind the times."
The editors called upon the administration to respond, for "if the allegations by Mr. Jaspin are true, the
integrity and reputation of Colby as a
liberal and humanitarian institution
are being seriously undermined."
Two weeks later, the young muckraker wrote. $ follow-up article, this
time publishing a transcript from an
interview that he had with ah
unnamed dining hall employee. The
employee insisted on anonymity
because he "may want to work somep lace else [and may] need a recommendation" in addition to being
fearful of losing his job .
Finally, in early April, President

Robert EL. Strider wrote a page-long
response in which he called the figures previously cited in The Echo
"erroneous" and "misleading," yet he
refused to provide the newspaper with
the correct figures because "[The
Echo] does not think it proper to make
them public" and ''[The Echo) does
not wish to intrude upon the privacy
of any group of people who Work for
the college."Printed next to the article
was an actual pay stub, courtesy of an
anonymous source, which, indeed,
revealed that this person had been
paid $54 for 48 hours of work.
In the subsequent weeks, with the
hel p of Jaspin and other students , the
workers met and voted to form a
union called the "Colby Workers
Association."
Jaspin, as praised by his anonymous
source, "brought [the issue] to the
open," facilitated a dialogue within the
community, and elicited an "official"
response from the Administration. He
would not have had these successes,
however, if he were not able to use an
anonymous source. •
The Echo is aninvaluable resource
for the community because it has the
potential to reveal issues that need
our attention and can be improved.
Often, because of the sensitivity of
the issue at hand, it is necessary to
use anonymous sources. People are
willing to put themselves on the line
for certain things, but not if the consequences of revealing their identities risks potential lifestyle changes
such as losing a job. Of course, if one
is not held accountable for her words,
there is no incentive for complete
honesty. While it is a risky situation,
the potential benefits outweigh the
potential problems.
It is my hope that Herbst will look
for opportunities to feature articles
that uncover injustices within our
community. Do not be dissuaded by
using reliable, anonymous sources, as
they may be our best resources in
making Colby a better place.

LETTERS
Concerns over rugby s transport
Dear Editor,
Last weekend we traveled to
Rhode Island to see the Colby
Women's Rugby Team play mrthe
Beast of the East Rugby
Tournament. It was a cold, wet, dreary day. "While we waited for the
Colby women, I watched several
teams arrive in coach buses. These
buses parked right at the field, while
team members who drove themselves had "to park several miles
away and take a shuttle bus to the

0 n the propped door polic/
Why are there fines for propped
doors in the first place?? Colby is
kidding itself if they think that
closed doors will do anything whatsoever to dissuade a potential criminal from entering a dorm. If
someone wants to get in they simply

I'm'SO

field. Time passed, but three cars
with Colby women were late. Where
are they, I wondered. It was almost
time for the match to start The
women finally appeared. They were
involved in a multiple vehicle accident, but luckily no one was seriously injured.
Rugby is a dangerous, exciting
and wonderful contact sport. I
believe that Colby should support
the team by providing transportation, especially for out of state tournaments. If a coach bus is too
expensive, then why not allow the
team to use one of the Colby vans?

Does Colby wait until a car carrying
team members is involved in a life
threatening accident before allocating transportation funds?
I understand that club sports do
not get the same level of financial
support that is given to varsity
teams. However, I . believe that
Colby should provide transportatiorT"
for the Colby Men and Women
Rugby Clubs. Our children's safety
is our primary concern.

need to wait outside a minute with a
pizza box and the opportunity will
arise.
I think it is moreilRely that Colby
has bullied a thousand ridiculous little fines into the rulebooks—rules
too small to raise much attention—
because they are VERY PROFITABLE: Fifty dollars for climbing a

tree? A thousand dollars for swimming in the pond? A hundred dollars
for a propped door?
Anyone who feels that these one
hundred dollar fines really keep
them safer has obviously never
"snuck in" to a dorm before.

COOl But I'm SO Hot

By JOHN McKEE
STAFF WRITER

There are two particular women
here at Colby who deserve special
attention for the great service they
deliver to the student body. Only we
lucky over-twenty-one year-olds have
the opportunity to be served by Cheryl
and Lisa at the Marchese Blue Light
Pub, but undoubtedl y they are a pair
that every Colby student will eventuall y have the pleasure to meet . One or
both of them is alway s there everyday
of the week that the pub is open,
regardless of whether the tips will be
plentiful or non-existent.
In many people's eyes, their dedication to serving the students is
unquestionable. However, over the
last two years I have witnessed several encounters that have made me
doubt whether or not everyone recognizes their love of the school. And
some people don 't seem to have the
common courtesy to show them a little respect. Mind you , the source of
this disrespect comes from both students and administrators.
Example: it was a particularl y busy
night at the pub , one of those nights

scared and guilty about the other side
of the undergraduate coin depicted
above. Because this time there 's no
final exam to be worried about; in
fact, there's a batch of papers that
have been sitting on my desk for
weeks (uncorrected), overdue for

Awyau yyirh

WQHU

,

return , and I must go to class in order
to make some excuse for my sloth .
But I can 't remember which room
I'm teaching in. I can't find my grade
book. I don't recall the names of my
.students, and I can 't recollect where I
put the batch of "themes" for return
(unlikely because I wouldn 't have
forgotten where I stashed them. Or
would I?), 1 lie rigid in bed promising
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True Tales of Terror and Truth froirrCblby Security
by Steven Weinberg

because she doesri"l-thinkrthe tips are
good enough. Sh'cVivsyou how much
she cares about "y'ou students huh?
Only comes in when the money is
good." Now, I've been in the pub on
Monday nights where I was the only
kid in there from 7-11 and the girls
weren 't bothered a bit by the fact
that the tip jar was bone dry. Maybe
the administrator doesn 't realize that
the pub ladies work other jobs from
9-5 and they didn 'ff want to work
from 9a.m.-10p.m. that particular
day. This guy was just brought in
here about a month ago. Cheryl and
Lisa have been working at Colby for
YEARS now.
That one comment combined with
multi p le other rumors justify my
beliefs that the upper level administrators of Sodexho are try ing to get
Chery l and Lisa removed from the
pub simply because they don 't like
them. Those two run the pub to the
greatest of their ability, even though
most nights they are significantly
understaffed for the amount of business that comes in , and they still
make it the best hangout on-campus.
So all you non-seniors out there, il
with the construction of this new pub
Chery l and Lisa are mysteriously
absent behind the bar on opening
night , take some action. Do all you
can to make sure that these two amazing service personnel are allowed to
keep their jobs as bartenders for as
long as they care to. They have
earned that right.

that I'll never let my papers pile up
this way. What time is my class?
Have-1 retired?
Ah , the horror, the horror to be on
the correcting side of the bluebook. 1
always promised " to pass back the
papers at Commencement time , unci 1
did—most of the time.
But stay away from Snarll Defying
good seiise, he actuall y LIKES DiiT-e.

Poetry Corner
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BASSETT: Thenightmaresthat haunt the other sideof the bluebook
Continued From Page 5

by Jared Luther

-Jake Hanin '07

1 ff T' l*A >ioB° o1 \

Having respect for your Colby bartenders
when just Cheryl and Lisa alone are
not able to effectively tend bar,- clean
glasses and check IDs all at the same
time. On these nights it 's very hard for
them to put up with the shit that some
Colby students try to hand them. In
order to keep their jobs and protect the
^school f romserving minors, the ladies
have to check every person 's ID and
also monitor the ground floor to . make
sure no one is handing off beers to
people. Well, as Lisa is retrieving
empty glasses down below, 1 see
Cheryl ask for the ID of a girl that is
clearl y under 21. The girl hands over
her keychain with her ID still in her
wallet. Cheryl pulls out the ID to
inspect it and reveals another ID
below that indicates she's underage.
The girl flips out and starts yelling and
screaming something along the lines
of "You can 't take my ID out of my
wallet. I' m in the FBI. You can 't do
that!''' The FBI. Are you kidding me?
Cheryl just stares at the girl as Lisa
picks up the phone and calls Security.
The girl ran outside in tears and called
her dad, or someone, to bitch about
the stingy bartenders. Regardless , that
is just one of the many times I 've seen
Cheryl or Lisa keep their cool under
adverse situations.
Another time I' m at the pub during
some five o'clock event , before it
officially opens at seven, and some
Sodexho administrator is tending the
bar. I ask, "Where 's Cheryl?" He
says something along the lines of,
"She doesn 't come in for these events

Sincerely, ¦ :
"Elizabeth Scanlan

June BlJ(J .
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The Blue Lights shine their true colors Dancers perform final show

this week
THl^SD/^MWf 4
• Open Mic Night
5 p.m.

STAFF WRITER
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Foss Dining Hall
• Broadway Musical Revue
8 p.m.
Page Commons
FRIDAY; MAY 5

• International Coffee Hour
4:30-6p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• Broadway Musical Revue
8 p.m.
Page Commons

^

SATURDAY, MAY 6

•

Music at Colby Series:
Orchesrra/Chorale/CKCS
'.;. 7 p:m.
Lorimer Chapel
• The Sierra Leone Aid Project/
Internatal Club Concert

¦

7 p.m.

'

to have his hair cut into a mullet. He
then chastised Ruiz for being the
token Cuban in the group, stating,
"We are the Blue Lights, not the
Luzes Azules!" This drew howls of
The Blue Lights are arguably the
laughter from the audience, who
most lai'dback a cappella group on
were relieved to find that the Blue
campus, or at least they appear that
Lights hadn 't gone too soft on thenr
as
to
way. Understandably referred
With comedic_ mode back on, the
the younger brother of the Colby 8,
group went into singing "The
they usually never appear to take
Distance" by Cake. Matt Mitchell
themselves seriously. However,
'06, crazy as always, sang/rapped
when you hear them sing, you know
solo
and gave the show the uplift it
seriously,
if
they take their music
desperate
ly needed. The beat was a
nothing else.
little off someTheir Apr. 27
times, but the
performance in
audience
was
Lorimer Chapel
still
digging
it.
proved this specu,
Afterwards,
it
lation; as did the
was back to serithrong of students
ous songs with
who crowded the
Jon Bastian '06
aisles to see them .
singing , lead on
Opening for the
R
u f u s
Blue Lights were
W a i n w r i ght 's
the Sirens, whO i
"Hallelujah' " Cat
like the Blue
calls from guys
Lights to the
7
in the audience
Colby 8, are the
broke the drayounger sibling of
matic tension of
the more estab^the> song, but
lished Colbyettes.
B a s t i a n
The women of the
remained undeSirens came on
terred and finstage
wearing
ished the song
strange costumes
successfully.
that made them
¦
. - ; PHOTO COURTESY OF BRIAN PARISE
The last Song
look as though
The Blue Lights heatingup the Chapel during their spring concert.
of the evening
Ken - A-Set
came
from
exploded and they
were standing right by it. Despite King Singers called "You Are the Johnson and John Chung '08
their unusual attire, the Sirens began New Day," where all the Blue singing a duo with the song "Such
their opener with a surprisingly Lights members sang harmony as a Great Heights" by Postal Service.
somber "Complicated Melody" by true cohesive unit. If anyone were to This song brought the upbeat nature
India Arie. From there they sang the say that the Blue Lights couldn 't of the Blue Lights back to the foreact
, and proved a
slightly more upbeat, "Hurts So Bad" sing, this was the song that would front of their
—.
tip*
crowd
pleaser
as
the Blue Li ghts
which
featured
impressive
prove
anyone
wrong.
Kina,
by
these
last
two
songs
ended
their.set.
Of course,
solos by each member.
The Blue Lights had heavier
Afterwards , the BlueT.ights made were fairly serious, and fit very well
their entrance to vibrant applause in the Lorimer Chapel. But where songs in this set than in previous
from the audience. The clothes they was the outrageousness and comic years, but it was in these songs that
wore were not nearly as eccentric as .. relief that , made the Blue Lights they really showed th ey could sing
the Sirens, except that all of them stand apart from the other a cappel- well and-still have fun. The audience
wore camouflage Arrny pants and la groups? That comic relief came loved the fun side of them , but also
were slightly balding. The reason for when Parise declared a military liked their other side of them that
coup on the group, thereby explain- was rarely seen. Either way, these
that would be explained later.
They began their set with Paul ing the shaved heads and camou- guys may shine different colors, but
Simon 's "Diamonds on the Soles of flage pants. While Parise was in R. they proved Thursday that the Blue
Her Shoes," with Chris Russoniello Lee Ermey mode, he forced Cliff Lig hts don 't burn out.
'06 singing lead amidst reall y effec- Johnson '07 to shave his head, only

By DAN BURKE

pr—r-v- ' .

Given Auditorium
¦• Broadway Musical Revue
8 p.m.
Paige Commons
..;? Queer Cabaret
9 p.m.
Strider Theater
SUNDAY, MAY 7
¦ ' • Colby-Bates Ballroom Dance
10 a.m.
Page Commons

Ten undeniably significant
releases of my college
years 2002-2006
By TODD OLMSTEAD
STAFF WRITER

.1 didn 't want- my last Echo music
column to be just a run-of-the-mill
album with another 6.5 rating , and
while I could have reviewed Band
of Horses ' "Everything All the
Time," which is probably the best
album I' ve heard so far in 2006, I
thought I'd do something different
to commemorate the music that
made the last four years of my life
special in rny eyes. Note: onl y
albums that were released during
the enrollment of the Colby class of
2006 are acceptable; that is, from
September of 2002 until the ' present.
10. Death Cab for Cutie:
"Transatlanticism "
Ben Gibbard and co. don 't pride
themselves on remaking themselves
every three years, but on consistently
putting out very solid indie rock
albums. On the strongest album from
the band, they put together 11 solid
songs of love, loss and long ing.
Gibbard has one of the purest voices in
music and guitarist/producer Chris
Walla creates soundscapes behind him
that invoke anything from dawn until
midni ght and everywhere in between.
9. Cursive: "The Ugly Organ"
A dynamic concept record dealing
with typical Saddle Creek-ian themes
of the artist as a tortured individual
mired in his own mediocrity, this
record is nearly unparalleled in its
intensity, both musical and lyrical.
The use of the cello as an angular
complement to Tim Kasher 's rage on
"Some Red-I landed Sli ght of Hand"
or "Art is Hard" is both original and
impeccable and Kasher shows his true
strength as a songwriter, especially on
the second verse of "A Gentleman
Caller," which became the soundtrack
for many a hazy Sunday morning.
8. Modest Mouse: "Good News
For People Who Love Bud News"
Considered the commercial departure
from typical Modest Mouse form, I
think this record fur outshone its more
critically acclaimed predecessor "The
Moon in Antarctica. " Riding the coattails of a catchy-as-hell single "Float
On," the album had moments of standard Modest Mouse nihilism in "Satin
in a Coffin," but it's "The World At
Large" that really draws inc in.
Simple, but overwhelmingly beautiful , Isaac Brock offers poignant lyrics
for any college sophomore who may
have discovered Kerouac along the
way: "I like songs about drifters ,
books about the same / They both
seem to make ine feel a little less

insane/ Walked on off to another spot
/ I still haven't got anywhere that I
wftnt." It's a journey that somewhere
in four years, we could all at some
point understand.
7. Arcade Fire: "Funeral" My top
album of 2004 announced the arrival
of the Montreal based Arcade Fire as
one of indie rock's finest. The Baroque
instrumentation suggests a work far
older and more mature than the actual

I thought Pd do
something different to commemorate the
music that
made the last
four years of
my life special
in my eyes.
age of these 20-year olds who fearlessly sing in both French and linglish
about the year of hardshi p that led up
to the creation of the album. Music
can't be separated from emotion for
me and when I hear that swooning violin melod y in "Neighborhood ill
(Laika)," 1 understand that this is a
flesh and blood recording and not
sonic contrived studio concoction.
6. Siifjuii Stevens: "Illinois "
Sufjan's "Illinois," the .second album in
his ongoing 50 States project represents
a landmark in IUI era in which seemingly any frontman with an acoustic guitar
can get a record deal and cut a "folk"
album, Iluf Sufjaii, who plays more than
20 instruments on Ihe album, meticulously arranged 22 tracks of seamless
orchestral folk. The record is full of
enough ideas to continue to interest the
listener with repeated play and besides,
it is reileshing to see a contemporary
musician deal with positive themes of
Continued on Page 9

tive, African-like vocals that gave
accolades to the essence of the original song. Next was Guster 's
"Center of Attention" with a good
emo feel from Stefan Ruiz'06. Also
noteworthy was the rapid vocal percussion that stole a bit of the spotlight away from Ruiz.
Afterwards , the a cappella group
took a really dark turn with their
song choice by singing the Verve
Pipe 's 1997 hit "The Freshman,"
With Brian Parise '06 singing lead.
Next came an arrangement by the

By NIKOLAI BARNWELL
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend Colby Dance
Theater showed us what they have
been working on for the entire spring
semester. "It wiis hard, but also very
rewarding "
said ICatyani •
Seth '09, after
spending several hours daily
over the past
three weeks to
prepare for last
weekend' s
shows. .
, Under the
supervision of
artistic director
Tina Wentzel,
Seth joined Elana Cogliano '09. and
Kiira Heymann '08, Gabriela Acero, a
local high school senior, and Waterville
residents Wendy Rancourt arid Pain
Casavj int, for Colby Dance Theater 's
spring performance, For those who did
not get the chance to see their show, it
was a hi ghly pro fessional performance.
The color festival of the program
consisted of six beautifully juxtaposed
dances with distinct moods and inspiration drawn from different parts of the
world/ The students who had designed
the light-setting contributed much to
the setting of the atmosphere.
The show began with darkness and
silence . But soon, the stage was bathed
in red moniing-light and the room
filled with oriental, music, revealing a
single woman on stage. The woman, in
Persian dress, was Rancourt.
Ranchurt had choreographed the
dance, Persian Spring, herself. With
amazing grace and great-conviction
she made full use of the stage with her
contemporary interpretation and
adaptation of classical Persian steps
and gestures from the modern theatre ;
... Next thing I knew, the light turned
bright and girls -dressed as baseball
players invaded the stage, carrying big
balls lb the music of- Jean-Phili pe
Raifieau. This dance was choreographed by Wentzel and had the somewhat witty title: Women with Big Balls.
The dancers . (Acero , Casavanf ,
Cogliano, l-lcyiriann and Seth) were

rolling around comically on these enormous Physio balls and though they
showed great elegance and precision,
there was something comical about the
dance. In the beginning there were
some half-choked laughs 1 from the
audience, as if people were not sure if it
was really meant to be* amusing. But
then, as two
¦'
of . ; the
dancer s
balancing
the balls
started to
bounce in
from the
side, loud
laughter
'' ' . ' p.'. : d
a\ . app l a u s e
PHOTO COURTESY OF TINA WENTZEL .
.
j /_
issued from
the seats.
Women with Big Balls Was' followed by another oriental inspired
dance, choreographed by~Rancourt.
This time Rancourt was accompanied
on stage by a member from the modern/belly dance company Ananda
from Waterville, Tracy Kelly.
After these oriental and amusing elements followed Rue; "a lament for
those whose lives were forever
changed by Katrina." This dance was
divided into three parts, choreographed
by Wentzel, and celebrated the interaction of individuals as performed by
Acero, Casavant, Cogliano, Heymann,
Rancourt and Seth.
The second to last dance, 2 a.m., was
a short performance by Rancourt.
Again alone on stage, this time in a red
dress, this dance by Holly Labbe
focused on the waiting within dance:
"waiting to move again," Rancourt
played the role of "a lover waiting for a
date that never shows up."
Finally, the last dance, Triplet by
Kathy Kohatsu , was "a primal
response and visualization to music or
inner rhythms," and the dancers
(Acero,
Casavant,
Cogliano,
Heymartn and Seth) finished off a
nothing less than great performance
dressed as flowers in a light, lifeembracing dance. I do not doubt that
the Colby Dance Theater, this weekend, solidly established a large group
of supporters who will await the fall
production with much enthusiasm.

Who 's the Bossa? wins this year 's battle of the bands in Wlary Low Coffeehouse
r

a handle on what was going on. The back when some asshole yelled Goodman 's '09 work on harmonica, the
Transit Authority was visibl y com- 'Frcebird , ' 1 think I was too busy tuning crowd fell in love with the Wounded
STAFF WRITER
Soldiers ' up-tempo blues-rock. Their
fortable in the venue having per- at the time."
The second round (the finale ) fea- take on "Back in the U.S.S.R." was
formed there earlier this semester, but
Last Friday Colby 's seven most their energy was not enough to earn tured Coffeehouse veterans .Who 's absolutely blistering.
When all was saj d and done, howevthe Bossa '.' This laid back sextet
competitive student bands collided in them berth in the final round.
,
theTfOTjgrand prize went to Who's
er
into
the
judges
the Mary Low Coffeehouse for bragNepali Thunder took the stage next lounged their way
ging ri ghts as the school's favorite and delivered their renditions of classics hearts , scoring h ighest in both round s the Bossa? If the contest had been
performers.
Colby
Musicians ' "One Ileadli ght" and "Wipeout." They of competition. Vicki I' aloymp is 's jud ged by app lause or audience reacAlliance sponsored the second annual pleased the crowd with their familiar '09 voice is simp ly bewitching when tion , one has to believe the Soldiers
Battle of the Bands, bring ing together song choices and fundraising tapestries, she's on and she was on enoug h on would have taken this one home.
a cornucop ia of musical sty les and but ^ven they were shown a first round Friday to erase any question as to A llerward s, llaranowski was even a litwhittling down the field until only exit. The Waterville Man Thong which band brought the most musi- tlc^ surprised himself. "Honestly, I
one group stood triumphant.
Situation suffered the same fate with cality to the tabic. The band also ben- wouldn 't have picked Who 's the
Avi David '08, the Alliance chair, their Lenny Kravitz cover, as did the efited from the cra flsinniislii p of Bossa'.' only because I didn 't think a
organized and hosted the evening 's punky untitled band featuring Grant Garry BcrthoU * '06 on saxop hone for jazz band would have done so well in a
battle of the bands ," he said.
affairs. David has revitalized the Netzorg '08 pounding out "Judy is a a song and David himself on guitar.
As it was, the Bossa nova prodigies
Also in Ihe linnle were the Wounded
Alliance , which was not as active in Punk" along with a Social Distortion
years past. The group keeps student per- cover and an original composition.
Soldiers , fronted by Nick llaranowsk i demonstrated that their skill was
formers in touch with one another and
The most visuall y and technically '09. Biiranovvski , who also play s stand- enough to win over the judges. By a
informs them about opportunities for stunning band of the night was without up bass for Willi 's the Bossa?, has the Ii mil score of 8,51 to 8.34 out of a posthem to play on and around campus. "I a doubt David Sternesky '08's project massive hair , the wailing p ipes and the sible 10, long live the kings and
David ,
Paloympis,
just wanted to create some kind of a Valour is Paramount. The electronic commanding stage presence of any queens:
band scene on campus," David said , prog-rock quartet with an indie flair and great late twentieth cent ury rock star. Bui anowski , Kerry Whittaker '08, Pete
"and this was the best way 1 could think an irrefutable Joy Division influence Whether it was his charisma or Charlie Miitson '09 and Hithan Green '09.
ofto do that ,"
had all the bells
'06,
ges
Dan
Burke
Mikey
and
whistles ,
Jud
Telis '08, Lauren IvlcChirg '09, from synchroAdam Cieringer-Dunn '08, Canaan , nized li ghting
Morse '07 and Logan Berg '08 eval- changes to echouated the contestants based on four ing vocals to
categories. The performers ' were facebook.com
each given 12 minutes to showcase publicity before
themselves and were scored based the show. Much
on their ability to ' play cohesively, of the crowd
connect with the audience and pro- was not recepto
duce an original sound (or at least tive
well)
in
addition
to
St e r n e s k y 's
cover songs
their sheer talent. Jud ges scored the ambitious aesartists numerically from one to ten thetic mid was
in each category and then each turned off by the
band' s scores were averaged to loft y idioms at
determine who would advance to work in the performance,
the final round.
"1
The Watervill e Public Transit honestly think
Authority opened the nig ht 's perfor- the crowd was
mances to a Coffeehouse-capacity being incredibly
crowd. It must have been the first time rude during my
in Coffeehouse history that people set," Sternesky
have literally climbed atop othef peo- added afler the
ple 's shoulders to see (he stage. show, "I couldUZA HE8,TF.Il/TI| Eq0|.nv ECHO
Judges watched much of the show n't even come
Who 's the Bossa? took the win in last weekend 's Coffeehouse competition: Battle of the Bands.
from atop chairs behind the bur to get up with a come-

By JOHN DeBRUlCKER

Hypnoti k bumps and grind s in Page

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS

Riley Doyle '07
By DAN BURKE
^FFVVRltER

THE ECHO FILE PHOTO

On FridayApril28 Colby Hypnotik tore up Page Commons in anticipation for the Moulin Rouge dance.

Movie review: The Karl Rove of

settings at us almost faster than we
can process them, but whenever the
STAFFWRITER .
film embraces Naylor -s dynamic with
his son, played by the spooky-looking
Like its featured product, the film
Cameron Bright, the pic's pace seriadaptation of Christopher Buckley's
ously lags. We don't want our cyninovel "Thank You for Smoking"
cal, likeable protagonist to become "a
provides an. ephemeral sense - of
rank sentimentalist" in the words of
pleasure thanks to " its cynical ,
Capt. Louis Renault; we're having
charismatic protagonist, but ultitoo much fun with the magnetic
mately fails to deliver the goods due
scumbag that he is.
to a lack of sociopoOn a positive note,"
litical gravitas.
the supporting cast,
Set in the recent
save Katie Holmes'
past, Nick Naylor
lackluster turn as a go(Aaron Eckhart) is
getting
newspaper
the mouthpiece for
reporter who has sex
the tobacco lobby in
with Naylor for a story,
Washington (as well
is uniformly excellent.
as the self-anointed
Mari a Bello and
'sultan of spin'). He
Davi d
Koechner
doesn't do what he
fro m
(Champ
does for the cash; he
"Anchorman")
are
does it because he's
exceptional as alcohol
a
damn
good
and firearms lobbyists
,
spokesman and what
respectively (and felbetter way to exhibit
low Mod _Sguaders),
his powers of verbal
while Robert Duvall
suasion than by sellturns in a solid perforC0URTESY 0FWWW.MOVIES.YAH0O.COM
ing the deadliest Aaron Eckhart as Nick Naylor in "Thank Youfor Smoking."
mance as an evil big
product
in the
tobacco
legend.
United
States
Surprisingly, the most
soaks his sorrows away, accompa- engaging performance next to
(besides perhaps, oil)?
Eckhart burst onto the acting scene nied by his morally bankrupt cronies Eckhart 's comes from -Rob Lowe as
in his breakthrough role as one of the in the self-anointed Mod Squad a kimono-wearing Hollywood supermost despicable characters in the his- (Merchants of Death).
agent trying to resurrect the 'golden
tory of cinema in Neil LaBute's 1997
This is the "debut film of director age ' of cinema when cigarettes
film, "In the Company of Men." His Jason Reitman (son of Ivan Reitman, flourished (this is a character similar
other noteworthy turn was as Julia best
known
for
directing to his sleazy Benjamin from
Roberts' compassionate biker-dude "Ghostbusters").
Unfortunatel y, "Wayne 's World"). Ultimately,
boyfriend in "Erin Brockovich." Reitman has chosen to blend "Thank "Thank You for Smoking" comes off
Here, appearing in almost every scene You for Smoking" with his own as a nifty and slight, yet amusing,
of the film, he plays both ends of his memoirs, implanting an ineffective satire thanks in large part to a memtypical character types—his tar-black father/son story into Buckley 's novel, orable performance from its lead
heart obscured by his charming smile rendering the film disjointed. The Eckhart; it's not exactly hazardous to
and formidable jaw—as he holds this film moves at a breakneck pace, your health , but bears the same lastambiguously toned picture together.
throwing characters and their back- ing impression as a puff of smoke.
The enigmatic Naylor navigates the stories, visual gags and alternating
By MARLOW STERN

media landscape appearing on talk
shows, courting big-shot Hollywood
agents and ultimately ending up in
the inevitable courtroom showdown
pitted against his anti-smoking
antagonist, Senator Ortolan Finistine
(William H. Macy) of Vermont who
wears Birkenstocks and clutters his
desk with novelty bottles of maple
syrup. At the end of every eventful
day in the life of Nick "Naylor, he

Beer review: Lizotte and co. taste Bob Heath's home brews
By PAT LIZOTTE
STAFF WRITER

Sometimes to break up the
monotony of checking out books
to all you nice people in Miller , I
talk about-what else?—beer with
my coworker Bob Heath who, as
I' ve learned , brews his own beer.
He had been brewing his own
batch of Irish red ale so I thought
I'd visit him and his family with
some guys and six-packs of
Smithwicks and Killinns to see if
his brow could match up. Joining
me were Ian Cross '07, Pat Dean
'07, Kenny Thompson '06 and
Chris ,, "The
Chris
Guy "
Russoniello '06. Heath was even
kind enough to take us through the
brewing process by starting up a
new batch for a more instructional
beer review than usual .
- The Chris Guy took his first sip
of Killians and commented that it
had "a lot more body than expected." "Mostly malt is what I smell ,"
added' Heath , "Looks like they 've
used ii lager yeast on it." The beer
was good but not distinctive. Reing
that ii was a Friday night wo, not
surprisingly, finished our first
round quickly. Dean finished his
and! addep an "Mmm...delicious,
It's good to get those nutrients."
We took a break from drinking to
watch Heath start the divine beer
making process. Ho steeped the

special grains at between 150170'F for the first 20 minutes or so,
then added the fi rst package of
hops for bitterness. About a half
hour later he added the second
package to give the beer its flavor.

[Kits] cost
about $17440
and yield about
five gallons of
beer. For those
math majors
out there that
figures to about
54 quality beers
for the cost of a
rack of Natty.
A third close to the end of the boil
added the aroma. As Heath said,
kits are pretty easy to get, cost
about $17-$40 and yield about five
gallons of beer. For those math
majors out there that figures to
about 54 quality beers for the cost
of a rack of Natty. The only problem is you can 't drink it right away.
We were ;getting thirsty watching so wc opened the Smithwicks.
"It finishes too quick ," noticed

Dean. Thompson agreed: "You can
drink this way too fast." The
Smithwicks was good but not $8six-pack good. "It has more zip
than Killians—nothing skunky
about this , " added Heath. The
Smithwicks had a good response
overall , but it was time to move on
to the main event; Heath's homemade red ale.
Sure we were at Heath' s house
so we had to be comp limentary, but
the beer was genuinely delicious.
"I could drink a keg of this," Cross
began. "It has a more complex , distinctive flavor," continued Dean.
The Chris Guy concurred ; "There
are more subtleties to the flavor."
Heath was drinking in the fruits of
his labor. Clearl y enjoying his
beer, he said "If you 're going to be
blinded by pride it mi ght as well be
over a beer." Indeed.
So what did I learn from this
beer review? Well fi rst, in Heath' s
words, "if you start brewing too
much you 'll put yourself info
rehab. " I'll keep that in mind. Good
tasting beers have special grains in
addition to hops and malt sugar.
Budweiser has none of these grains
and that's why it tastes like shit.
And lastly, if you're going for alcohol content in a brovy you sacrifice
flavor, so don't expect that 40 of
Schljtz or liter of Molson XXX to
taste good,, You know you bough t it
to get drunk so don't lie to yourself.
Be proud of who you are,

Last week's ismsof the Echo spptlightecl Adam Gennger-Dunn '08,'the
chairman of the Student Programming
Board's Concert & Live Music
Committee. Geringer-Dunn has done
an exceptionaljob bringing great acts,
large and small, to campus, but he
probably couldn't have done it without the help of SPB's outgoing presi/
dernpUleyDoyle '07.
'. ' What a lot of students, particularly first years, don't realize about
SPB is that it has consistently been
trying to separate itself from the
Student Government Association
and the now-defunct Commons system, and the transition hasn't been
easy. Last year, for instance^
although there were a number of
events happening on campus, the
burgeoning off-campus party scene
and the lack of publicity forced a
number of SPB-sponsored events to
shut down early. When TJoyle
stepped in as SPB president late last
year> he found that he had a lot of
work to do. The work he has done to
resurrect the on-campus social life is
greater than a lot of people realize!.
"My main role was to turn around
SPB," said Doyle, "Since there have
been so many changes to SPB's infrastructure oyer the last few years, the
committee as a whole lacked developed systems and processes, My goal
as president this year was to take SPB
to the next level." '
¦
Advancing the abilities of SPB
ended up taking a lot more than just

making sure everyone was
doing thebr Job. -When
you're head of an organization where most of the
members aren't getting
paid, it takes some skill to
motivate these members.
"There were five things I
did to improve SPB's ihfrastructure," explained Doyle,
"One, I had to stop the
. BILL VmmiDGE/rHE COLBY ECHO
'leaking7 of experienced
Riley poyle '07.
members by giving them
incentives to stay on the board. Two, I tion, he ran for SPB's social events
changed the way SPB co-sponsored chair arid won. A biochemistry major,
events put on by other clubs, empha- Doyle doesn't have a lot of free time
sizing more of an outreach. Three, I on his hands; but says .that he had
made sure SPB had a logo to give lis developed his time management
group identity. Four,I made sure SPB skills to balance the two large responwas one unified club which members sibilities of being president and havwere proud to be'a part of. And five, I ing a difficult major.
>fext year, Doyle will hand the
had us stop acting like a government
and more lilce a business that produces position of president over to
events. All this leads to making SPB Meaghan Fitzgerald '08 as he leaves
Colby to pursue an engineering
not only cohesive, but fun."
These five platforms laid the degree at Dartmouth College. Before
groundwork for what could easily be leaving, he has some pointers for
called the comeback year of SPB. This anyone wishing to fill the crucial
year, with rare excepfionBrpeeple have leadership role of SPB president.
"The most important thing one can
been attending dances, concerts, and
other SPB-sponsored events in Tecord have when planning an event is
numbers, and there have been fewer vision," said Doyie, "if takes that creinstances of parties off campus being ativity in addition to certain organizabrokenup by the police. Every member tion skillsto make the right person for
of SPB has planned their respective the job. But above all, one crucial
events with one of Doyle's major thing to do regarding planning events
philosophies in mind: "We should want is to take successes from the previous
year and write them down. It sounds
to go to our own events."
Doyle began at SPB as a first year; obvious; but it is very easy to forget.
which was the year that SPB official- It's also what worked for us this year,
ly detached from SGA. As he became and hopefully will continue to work in
more heavily active in the organiza- the upcoming years."

Music review: Dilated People makes a come back wirh "20/20"
By ADAM LOWENSTEIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Under the Capitol Records label,
renowned hip-hop group Dilated
Peoples recently released its fourth
album, "20/20". TheLos Ahgeles-based
crew is'widely respected for intelligent
rhymes, intense production and live
shows, and the group has won both
acclaim from the critics and respect
from the streets. The new album, called
"20/20" to communicate a clear vision
for their music, shows that Dilated has
no plans to change their style.
While "20/20" isn't an instant underground classic, it certainly reestablishes
Evidence, Rakaa, and DJ Babu as a
force in the underground hip-hop community. The follow-up to 2004's
"Neighborhood Watch," an album
which alienated some fans for its popradio appeal, "20/20" features simpler,
harder beats and much more direct
rhymes, reminiscent of the group's first
two albums, 200O's "The Platform" and
2001 's "Expansion Team." As Rakaa
explains, "We wanted to really get back
to a reaJ, uncut pure vision and get back
to the pure, boom-bap sound that really
made us all get together as people and
want to make music together."
The group accomplishes this goal on
many of the tracks on the new album.

TEN BEST: Olmstead
chooseshisfavorites
Continued From Page 8
spirituality in a way that doesn't come
off as annoying or preachy.
5. Wolf Parade: "Apologies to the
Queen Mary"
An album that takes us to the
familiar territories of Modest Mouse,
the Shins and the Unicorns, Wolf
Parade fuses it all together with an
original voice. With two songwriters
splitting frontman duties, Spencer
Krug's and Dan Boeckncr 's songs
each take on a personality of their
own , With Krug 's more frail tenor contrasting with Bocckner 's gritty baritone. I'm more partial to Krug, whose
songs "Dear Sons and Daughters of
Hungry Ghosts" and "I'll Believe in
Anything" being among the most
powerful, lyrically and sonically, but
WP does it all good. As diverse a
strai ght-up indie rock record can be.
,4- Bright Eyes: "I'm Wide
Awake It's Morning "
Conor Oberst 's deepest and most outward looking work to date, Oberst
embraced a more typical country style

'Alarm Clock Music," for example, is a
musical return, in terms of both production and lyrics, to Dilated's early albums
and hip-hop's early years. In similar
form, "Another Sound Mission,"
"20/20," "The Eyes Have It" and most
of the hacks in the second half of the
thirteen-track album remind the listener
of the first two alburns.
The variety of producers, who range
from Evidence to Joey Chavez to
Alchemist to Babu, also contribute to
the album's eclectic feel. For example,
on "Firepower (The Tables Have to
Turn),"' Babu and Evidence team up to
produce the highlight of the album, creating a track that strongly defines
Dilated's approach to hip-hop today.
The song features reggae artist Capleton
and mixes Dilated's old-school, hardhitting sound with a more modem vibe.
In "Firepower," as in the rest of the
tracks on "20/20". Evidence and
Rakaa s vocals always seem to nse
above the beat, regardless of the production style. Rakaa raps, "If we say we're
'pro war' / Only in the fight for peace /
Man, that means it's no war / Think the
price of life is cheap?" It's clear
throughout the album that Dilated continues to focus on creating quality hiphop with socially-conscious lyrics, a
formula which has been important to
and characteristic of the group since its
inception. As Evidence announces on
as he moved away from his own shortcomings and took on those of the world
around him. But far as much as he got
political he's still a heartbreakcr and
there's plenty of songs dealing with the
Ncbraskan transplant feeling lost in the
big.city life of New York. For (lie most
part, he's traded the vocal warble that
turned many off from him for the
impeccable harmonics of countiy legend Emmylou Harris, It's an album that
shows him finally growing into the
songwriter dial everyone has said he'll
eventually become for the last 8 years.

"You Can't Hide, You Can't Run,"
"Last page Tleft off a good look / This
ain't the next chapter; it's a whole new
book / About to steal the game, I'm a
whole new crook / Baking up that fire,
I'm a whole new cook."
While Dilated never lost sight of their
mission in hip-hop, they have progressed and found an appropriate mix of
hard, street-style music ("The
Platform," "Expansion Team)", and a
mellow, laid back style ("Neighborhood
Watch"). Because it mixes many different styles of hip-hop, fans of any previous Dilated album should check out
"20/20."The album has received mixed
reviews from fans and critics , but
Dilated continues to produce .. good,
quality hip-hop, consistently featuring
diverse and strong production and
always promoting a positive message.
Overall, "20/20" is good but not
great. One fan put it best by saying that
while Dilated Peoples will never make a
classic album, they will never make a
terrible album either. Any fan of real
hip-hop should give "20/20" a listen
because what Evidence, Rakaa and
Babu have to say deserves respect. So, if
you like real, underground hip-hop, or if
you just like Kevin Federline, it's worth
picking up a copy of "20/20." Like the
title states, its vision is clear, and you
might just gain some insight into the
world of hip-hop today.

from Evan Mast and Mike Stroud
became the party album of sophomore and junior year. It must 've
been the beats. When it kicks in at
the beginning of "Seventeen Years ,"
somehow it just effuses party. It
doesn 't need words to be translated;
and each song evolves like a classical piece by constantl y introducing
new ideas to the listener while building around a theme. The standout ,
for me though , is the after party, the
final song: "Cherry." I don 't think
any song with lyrics could reach the
sensuality of this song, which is
3. Rx Bandits: 'The Resignation " what makes it so good . It' s that
It isn't groundbreaking, but "The moment where nothing needs to be
Resignation" was Ihe album to rock out said , but everything is understood.
to. It comprises 12 (nicks ol the most
complex ska/punk I've ever heard with
1. The Postal Service: "Give Up"
a decidedly political edge. If anyone
If I had a nickel for every time I had
puts on a better live show, I've yet to see someone tell me that each time they hear
it and by recording the majority of this "Give Up" they think of the fourth floor
album live the Bandits captured die of Taylor, I'd have., you get the point.
intensity and furor that escapes a lot of No album reached so many people as far
bands, and the contrapuntal guitar lines as I can tell: Gibburd's romanticism
of Matt Embrec mid Steve Choi are combined with his complete inability to
played flawlessly. It's fitting, too, con- ever write anything not catchy translates
sidering that the last four years have into a perfect collegp album, I don't realbeen marked by the political controver- ly believe in "universal emotions," but if
sy surrounding flic Bush administration, there's a singer who most exemplifies
fimbree is the voice I would want to lead that idea, it's Ben Gibbard. And Jimmy
my cry of dissension.
Thmborello's laptop-pop is both unique
and seems to be a place where everyone
feels comfortable. For me, It's the defin2. Ratatat: "ilatatnt"
Somehow, the wordless album ing album of the last four years.

Closing thoughts on the obvious The lif e of a Colby athlete, or why
y oushould resp ect yo urMules
DYNASTYS1GNS
By- JUSTIN ANSEL

:

J$ trying to decide what to write for
my last ever Echo column (yes, I am
in fact a graduating senior and not a
junior) I considered several top ics of
significance . But the more I thought
about it, the more I realized that any
^
topic I would choose is not actual ly
THATsignificant. Similarl y, I do not
think providing some sort of general
advice that I learned from my time in
college, talking about myself, or my
"college experience" as one, let us
just call him Steve Sandak mig ht do,
is all that interesting and exciting .
Instead, borrowing from every
ESPN.cdrn page 2 and Boston Globe
columnist, I will provide some random thoughts on the world of sports
that, in the true Seinfeldian manner ,
are seemingly obvious observations
about insignificant issues. After all ,
who wants to work hard during their
senior spring? Thank you to everyon e
who has read my column throughout
the year.
The NFL is undoubtedly the most
popular professional sports league in
the United States. As evidence, the
NFL draft has become a major event
on the American sports calendar. The
draft includes about three weeks of
intense media coverage beforehand ,
endless - live coverage of ttV draft
itself and analysis of players who
won't even end up having an impact
in the NFL or even making a roster. It
also includes individuals such as Mel
Kiper Jr. : (a professional) and my
friend Andrew (just plain crazy ) who
devote their entire lives to scouting
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potential draft picks and identifying
strengths and weaknesses.
The NBA is probably as exciting as
it will get TOT a long time with players
like LeBron, Dwayne Wade, Kobe (no
matter how much we hate him), Steve
Nash and others, although fans probably won 't realize it or appreciate it
until long after these guys have
stopped p laying.
. . Alex Rodri quez is the only player
who would wear a turtleneck on a
May ni ght in Boston. That mi ght have
been ine best trade never to Happen.
Under Armour commercials just
keep gdtting more and more ridiculous. WrMher it's phrases like "Clickclack, -or "We m ust protect this

1will provide
some random
thoughts on the
world of sports
that/in the true
Seinfeldian manner, are seemingly obvious
observations
about insignificant issues.
house" or the new ads featuring popvvarner . players, it 's hard not - to get
fired up watching one. Also, if anyone:
has any idea who that guy is in all the
ads, I would love to know, He is one of
the more jacked and intimidating guys
this side of office liilebickc -Terry Tate
that I' ve seen, and he 's onl y an actor!
I do not understand Why Celtics
coach Doc Rivers is spending his offseason doi ng commentary for TNT
when he could not even set a rotation
and the Celtics did not make the playoffs. If 1 were Rivers, I. would be more
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worried about my job then how I look
as a commentator.
College football desperately needs
a playoff system.
The World Cup always generates
some interest in soccer within the
United States, it just seems like it
would take immense success for the
U.S. squad to generate enough interest
in the world's game. U.S. soccer certainly is improving but with a grouping that includes the Czech Republic,
Ghana and Italy, it may be a tough
road ahead. Here's hoping that fans in
the U.S. appreciate the event for what
it is: a great sporting event that unites
the world.
Regardless of the public disinterest
in the sport, the lockout and the lack
of a television contract,you still cannot beat NHL playoff hockey.
Society should commend Division
III athletes for their commitment and
dedication to the respective sports
when no money, cars or fame accompany that effort.
Professional athletes should rarely
complain and never talk about "feeding their families" when many would
give their right arm to trade places
with these people and even more
spend their entire lives working long
hours for minimal pay in obscure jobs.
There is no reason why Colby
should not be competitive in every
single sport in the NESCAC.
I still Want to ''Be like Mike" and
become hypnotized every time a
new Jordan commercial hits the television rotation.
Golf is perhaps the most frustrating
sport, if only for that one great shot
that brings you back every time and
those countless others that make you
want to break your clubs in half.
If I could dunk, I would never be
bored and would spend about 8-10
hours a day dunking.
I believe that sports are so great
because they are pure and allow you
to continue to act like a kid no matter
your age.
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By STEVE SANDAK

Many of us played sports in hi gh
school. It was a fundamental , quintessential aiKLslandard feature on
any hi gh school activity sheet. You
were a varsity athlete on something.
Some people decided they really
liked the sport, thoug ht they excelled
at it , or thought it would gain them
some social standing and decided to
pursue their athletic career at Colby
College dnce they were admitted.
The life ofa Division ill college athlete is uni que, let alone the life of. a
Colby athlete.

9^B *J&^

However,
besides my passion for the
sport , what do I,
or any other varsity athlete, get
out of playing a
sport here at
Colby?
At Colby there are officiall y 32 varsity teams, which excludes- many of
the club teams that definitely play a
factor in the top ic th at I wish to bring
up. 1 play baseball at Col by. Don 't get
me wrong, anyone who knows me, is

^^Hulftv^HEMKL. *53 fcS

fully aware of my obsession with the
sport. I think it is the greatest game in
America, and of all time, and will be
thoroughly ready to argue that point
with anybody. However, besides my
passion for the sport, what do I, or any
other varsity athlete, get out of playing a sport here at Colby ?
I can speak from experience that
there is something about putting on
the jersey of your college and p laying
at another level above hi gh school. I
like telling people from home that 1
p lay a college sport, but it is more
than that. Even though the team I play
for may not have a dominant record , i
want to represent myself and Colby
every time 1 step onto the field. That
feeling is something I will surely miss
wh en I leave here next year; however,
I would be lying if I neglected to
address some of the other reasons that
people play Division III sports. Each
team at Colby has a sti gma, whether
they want to address it or not. The
football team, the hockey team , the
women 's rugby team or the wom en 's
lacrosse team all have reputations,
good or bad , true or false, that follow
them. There are many athletes who
simply love competing in a sport to
which they have committed a lot of
time; yet there seems to be many side
effects that occur with being associated with a team.
.
Beyond the initial first-year experi ence of being on a team , any player is
fully aware of the image they are portray ing by associating with that team.
Surely some players don 't buy into it,
but many do. Regardless of the benefits or inconveniences that being an
athlete at Colby provides , in Division
111 sports there is very little glolyTTf
will speak from the perspective of
playing baseball inside for six weeks*
every year, th at there is very little fun
in the orange li ght that illuminates that*
Harold Alfond Fieldhouse during all

hours of the February days and nights.
There has to be something more.
Some people get more attention from
others by playing a sport, some simply love competing. I am not writing

Very rarely are
there
Sportscenter
cameras after_
the game; however, the sight of
a group of your
peers makes a
difference to the
life of a Golby
athlete.
this article to say that One reason is
better than the other. However, what
1 will say is that playing a sport is a
commitment that rivals many, if not
all of the.extracurricular activities at
this school. The athletes at this
school deserve more support and
respect than they get. We should support our student athletes, because
they are committing themselves to
represent our school as best they can
in the area in which they excel ,
which many times goes overlooked
because there is an emphasis placed
on other activities.
So next fall, winter, and spring I
encourage you all to go out and let the
athletes of Colby College know how
"much you appreciate their efforts.
Very rarely are there Sportscenter
cameras or interviews after the game;
however, the sight of a group of your
peers makes a difference to the life of
a Colby athlete.
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Continued From Page 12
beat the first boat by about four seconds and beat the second boat by
almost forty seconds.
Colby lost the third varsity eight
race with a time of . 7:12.5 to
Vermonts's 7:11.3, and in the novice
men's four race, Colby won with over
twelve seconds on'Vermont.
The women's varsity eight should
be quite pleased^, as they are now
ranked sixth "in NCAA Division III
rowing. Ahead of them are, from fifth
to " fust, " Smith College, Tufts
University, Ithaca College, Trinity
College and Williams College. —
Men 's Captain Rob Zondervan '07
was pleased with the regatta, saying
the men had a strong performance
this weekend. A lot of what we
worked on during the week paid off
this weekend." The main reason for
their improvement was that their "start
was more effective and we attacked
the race with more composure."
This next weekend is the New
England Rowing Champ ionships,
which will be held in Worcester,
Massachusetts. The women should do
well, arid after this weekend, the men
look as though they should do well
and are hoping at the very least to beat
Bates College. Zondervan said "the
competition will be very ti ght with the
majority of crews within five seconds
of each other."

LAX: DefeatsTrinity
Continued From Page 12
5 at halftime. Although Colby managed to minimize the lead to 9-8,
they could not get ahead. Williams
scored five unanswered goals and
won the game 17-11. In goal,
O'Brien had ten saves. Libby had
three goals and one assist , and
Lovejoy, Ghilardi and Barrett all
had two goals. Neville and Cox had
one goal each. "Today was just not
our day," Libb y said. "Every team is
going to have their good and bad
days. Unf ortunatel y one of our bad
days had to come on a day when we
really needed to go out there and get
it done."
However, this loss does not necessarily mean the end of the season
for the Mules. They are still waiting
to hear if they will get a bid to
attend the NCAA's. "Although I
wish that we could have advanced
further in the NESCAC tournament ,
we lost to a good team and we have
nothing to be ashamed about ,"
Ghilardi said. "With our record and
regular season ranking, there is a
chance that CWL mi ght get a sec-

Track does not f i nish as well as
hoped f or at NESCAC champ ionships

Devastator of the Week

By PETER KILKELLY
STAFF WRJTER

The Colby College track
teams ran, threw, and jumped
in a tough meet over the weekend, the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
held
at
championships
Bowdoin College. Although
the end results for the teams
were not as good as the Colby
track teams had hoped, with
the women taking seventh
place out of eleven and an
eig hth place finish" out of
eleven teams for the men, the
results gave the team something to work on.
Because both teams only
lost by half a point to the
teams immediately in front of
them, there is definitel y room
for . improvement.
ECHO FILE PHOTO
The top performer for the
women 's team was Captain Desp ite some strong performances, women 's track finished seventh at NESCACs
'
Jess Minty '06 who won the and men s track took eighth p lace . Some athletes will still go on to compete at
10,000 meter run with an New England Division Ills' this weekend.
impressive time of 36 minutes,
45.06 seconds. Minty has been a solid impressive performance from John (142'11"), Liz Petit '08 placed sixth in
performer all year and is peaking at Waller '07. Waller had not raced all the l;500 meter run (4:54.5) and
^
the right time.
season due to an injury early in the Captain Emilie Coulson '06 was sixth
Captain Jason Foster '06, the year, but- when teammate Nick in the high jump (4' 11"). \
For the "men, Captain Dan VassalI o
men 's team 's top performer for the Oxenhorn '06 was unable to run he
year, had a tough meet with faults was ready and willing to step up.
'07 placed second in the 10,000 meter
on his last two
Waller came out run (31.31.56). Other strong perfonn-———
of
the stands, bor- ers were Jeff Alden '07 who finished
throws for the
rowed a uniform and fifth in the 3,000 meter steeplechase
hammer and a secspikes, and rah a-53 (9.35.99) arid Dave Civitello '06 who
ond place in the
second split in the 4 took sixth in the discus (136'08");
meet. Thoug h it
by 400 to help the Hinga was seventh in the 800 with a
was the first time
team to an ei ght time of 1:56.37.
he did not come in
place finish. He ran
For those who have qualified, the
first in the hamthe 4 by 400 with next meet is the New Eng land
mer, he should be
Menya Hinga '09 , Division III Champ ionshi ps at
able to bounce
Chris DeRoo '09 and Springfield with the Open New
back and continue
dominating.
Madison Gouzie '08. England
Championshi p
at
Todd
Coffin
For the women, Northeastern University the week
Coach
Todd
Men's Head COach
Melissa Cianciolo after.
Coffin
full y
.
^____
'07 came in second in
The men 's team will especiall y
expects Foster to
the javelin throw look for Foster to get back on track
succeed as the year
"
""
""
:
with a throw of and continue to be the team 's top
goes on: "Jason is a
superb thrower and just had an off 118'01" and was sixth in the hammer performer and one of the best in
day. He is currently ranked second in throw with a toss of T42'08". Anna New England. The women 's team
New England and third in the country King '08 placed third in the steeple- will be looking for Minty to contin(Division III). Jason thrives on big chase with a 10:53. 7 and Anna Bruno ue her strong running at the end of
meet competition and will continue to '07 was fifth in the pole vault with a the season.
jump of 8'11.75". Kara McCabe '06
excel as the season progresses."
The Colby men's team also had an was fifth in the hammer throw

Jason thrives on
big meet competition and will
continue to
excel as the season progresses.
' ¦*¦
—¦
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BASEBALL:Despitelosses,hopefulfor nextyear
Continued From Page 12
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The women lost to Williams in the NESCAC quarterfinal last weekend.
However, they may still get a hid to the NCAA championship.

LaurenOlmsted'06

Senior Softball pitcher and captain Olmsted was-honored as the NESCAC
Co-Player of the Week on May 1. She only allowed two earned runs in three
games last weekend. On April 29, Olmsted pitched nine innings and allowed
no earned runs in a 3-2 upset over Tufts. She had an RBI single in the bottom of the ninth inning to help Colby take the wuvph April 27, she struck
out eight against St. Joseph's. Olmsted leads the NESCAC with.1.01 ERA.
She has struck out 71 batters this season while allowing only 63 hits and 24
runs, which is the lowest in the league.
•

Cycling qualif ies three
athletes f or nationals

'

CONGRATULATIONS
TO
ALL SPRING
ATHLETES

ond chance and receive a bid."
"I speak for the whole team
whenT say that we hope to have all
of the broken records, wins, and
lessons learned this season carry
over into the 2007 season," Libby
said. "It is really something to look
forward to." .

NOAH BAIAZS/THE COLBY ECHO .

header by a combined score of 27-7.
The lone positive note of the day for
the Mules came from second baseman
Tommy Salomy '07 , who homered in
each of the losses.
The weekend sweep against Tults
dropped the Mules. to 9-19 on the year.
As of the time of publication the
Mules had one more game left to play
(which was scheduled for Wednesday,
May 3), Barring a rainout this will be
the last game of the year for Colby
baseball and the last games in a Colby
uniform for graduating seniors Jon
Vacca , Roddy Ames, Tyler Hales ,

Greg Ortiz and Rob Jacobs.
Despite the loss of these key contributors , which include two-third s of
the Mules ' outfield and their starting
first basemen, Can is optimistic about
the team 's fortunes for the 2007 season. "Though the loss of our graduating seniors will hurt , we should be
improved next year because of our
outstanding underclassmen and our
incoming freshmen class," he said.
The Mules managed to improve by
nine games on their disaslious 2005
season this year and if Carr is ri ght
and they make n similar improvement
next season they could find itself in
the NESCAC playoffs for the fust
time in a number of years.
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Colby dropped three games to Tufts to finish last In the NES CA C
East. They will play Bates this weekend in Lewiston.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALEX JOSPE

Soren Craig-Muller '09 amidst a pack at a recent cycling race.

By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

The Colby cycling team had another two successful weeks of racing, as a
number of cyclists performed well at
the Army Spring Classic on Apr. 22
and 23 and at the Eastern Collegiate
Cycling Club champ ionshi ps, or
Easterns, on Apr. 29 and 30.
Colby placed 24th of 34 teams at
the Army Spring Classic, which was
held in West Point , New York. Morgan
Davies '08 took a sixth place finish in
the women 's B road race, which covered a hill y 28 miles. Colby had three
racers in the men 's D road race, which
also covered 28 miles . Christian
Cranncll 'OK took sixth place, Soren
Crai g-Muller '09 finished in tenth
while Byron Meincrlh '09 took 25th
place of 71 starters, Overall , Colby
placed 23rd in the road race.
The Mules finished in 21st place in
the Army Criterium , an event in which
cyclists race around a short course for
a givcrramount of time in order jo see
who can complete the most cycles.
Team Co-President Callie McDowell
'06 raced in Ihe women 's A division ,
where she took tenth place alter racing
for 40 miiniles. Davies took 1 5th place
in the women 's D division , which
required her to race for 25 minutes.
For the men 's I) division II race,
Crannell took seventh place , while
Josh Jainner '09 finished 18th and
Cra ig-Mul ler came in 29|h.
In the final event of the weekend,
the individual time trial , the Mules finished in 18th place overall. McDowell
took tenth p lace in the women's A race
and Davies took tenth place in the
women 's lit race while Cranncll finished 12th and Jumncr took 23rd in the
men's D race,
The team (hen headed to tile HCCC
championshi ps Inst weekend, held in
Ithaca , New York. Lexi Funk '06 commented , "I'asterns are the culmination
of the entire season. It is one of the
largest races as far as partici pants are
concerned,"
Colby iinishedjlie competition 21st
but of 33 teams. In the Bustcrns
Criterium , Colby placed a solid 12th

out of 28 teams, with Alex Jospe '06
leading the way in the women's A
race, taking an eighth place finish.
McDowell was close behind with a
15th place finish, while Lcxi Funk '06
took 27th place. Jospe noted that three
crashes during the race slowed everyone down and sent several cyclists to
the hospital. She said, "One girl was
bouncing across the pavement like
ski pping stones, and one went catapulting over the hay bales that are
there to stop people from doing that."
In the women 's B race, Meg Davis '07
earned points for the Mules with her
seventh place finish. Although Colby
only had four competitors, they managed to earn 110 points ,gating out
Division I powerhouses such as
Cornell University and Columbia
Univers ity.
In the Easterns Road Race , Colb y
tied for 21st place with Uucknell
University. Colby 's senior trio of
Jospe , McDowell and Funk p laced
nearl y one after the other in the
women 's A race, finishing 24th , 25th
and 28th , respectivel y. Their race
was 54 miles , with 1,600 feet of vertical climbing per 18 mile lap.
Meanwhile , team Co-President
Patrick Dean '07 had an outstanding
race in the men 's C division , taking a
season hi gh fifth place on the 36 mile
course. Addi tionall y, a squad ol
Colby men placed ninth in the men 's
C team time trial.
McDowell finished the season
ranked eighth overall amongst A category women, and sixth amongst
Division II athletes , McDowell , Jospe
and Funk recently received word that
they have qualified for nationals ,
which will be held in Kansas in two
weeks. Funk commented , "This is the
first year that Colby has had riders partici pating in Category A races and the
first, lime the school has had riders
qualif y for Nationals !"
McDowell expects "great and wonderful things " from the team next year,
despite their losing severa l key
seniors. She said that next year, "I am
hoping that some of our talented oil
road fust-year riders will take a little
more ownership of the club and broaden everyone's horizons."
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Sof tball upsets Tuh^
-vi<^d^- End of season game
sees loss to Wesley an
f o rmen's lacrosse
great game with two hits. ;
By KENDALL KIRBV
Saturday, Olmsted had an outstandv STAFFWRITER
ing pitching effort versus the Jumbos
for her final career game. The Mules
went
nine innings to upset Tufts 3-2 in
Colby softball ended the season on
a "NESCAC match up. Going into the
a positive note, upsetting league leader
game, Olmsted led the league with an
Tufts University on Saturday and beateautied run average of 1.13. Allowing
ing Thomas College on Tuesday.
no
earned runs and striking out two,
The Mules ended the season 11-20
Olmsted stayed strong throughout the
overall and 2-6 in the New England
extended game. The first seven innings
Small College Athletic Conference.
were scoreless, bringing the Jumbos
Despite their losing record, they pulled
and the Mules into extra innings. In the
out an impressive win over a typically
fust extra inning each team scored a
strong Tufts team, which had been
run sending the teams into the ninth
undefeated in league.
inning. Essie Widlanski 07 and
On Tuesday, the Mules pulled out a
Olmsted each had RBI singles to pull
6-2 win over Thomas College. The
out the upset victory.
team was led defensively by senior
The Mules will graduate seniors
Captain Lauren Olmsted. Olmsted
Olmsted and Fagan, who have both
threw a complete game, giving up only
had impressive careers for Colby soilfive hits; and striking out five.
ball. Olmsted was named NESCAC
Offensively the Mules were also
Pitcher of the Year her rookie year and
strong. First-year Carlie Minichino hit
went most of this season with the lowa solo homer in the first inning, which
est earned run average in
the league, Fagan is a
Spring
All-Academic
NESCAC selection with
one of the highest grade
point average of all Colby
student athletes.
"Having such a young
team, it's integral to our
success to have had strong
leadership," Minichino
said. "We couldn't have
asked for a better senior
class in Lauren, and Kara
who were role models for
us both on and off the
. BIU.WHITLEDGE/THEC0LBY ECHO
field and who will be
Colby upset Tufts with a win on Saturday before losing 13-5 in the second game.
missed terribly."
was one of her two hits. Senior catcher and Captain Kara Fagan also contributed with a double and two runs
batted In. Other major contributors
were junior Amy Palmer with a single
and two walks, sophomore Mollie
Puskar with a hit and a run, and firstyears Christine Fitzgerald, Katie
Wight andAlyssa Charsky who all had
singles.
The Mules struggled on Thursday,
losing two games to St. Josephs
College, 3-1 and 7-2 respectively.
Olmsted had another impressive game
giving up just two hits and one earned
run and recording eight strikeouts.
Minichino led the offense again going
2-3. Palmer 's RBI double drove in
Mollie Puskar for the Mule's only run.
Crowell pitched the majority of the
second game, striking out five: Firstyear Randi Arsenault hit a double and
Puskar went 2 for 3 with an RBI.
Center fielder Palmer had another

By DAVE METCALF
STAFF WRITER,

In what would prove to be the men's
lacrosse team's finaj game of the 2006
season,
Wesleyan
University's
Cardinals were able to hold on to an
early lead and lock the door on any
tournament prospects for the Mules;
The) 2006 . Colby men's
lacrosse team ended the
season with a 6-8 overall
record, and 2-7 in the
New ; England Small
College
.Athletic
Conference.
There was no shortage
of intensity on Wesleyan's
home
field
in
Middletown, Connecticut.
Wesleyan had a very productive first quarter,
putting three of their 11
shots into the net, while Colby was
only able to . connect on one of their
three shots.
This two point deficit would remain
essentially unchanged as the game
progressed. Ryan Scott '07's fourth
quarter goal could have beeri acwindow of opportunity. for the Mules, as
the game was within orie-peint at 7-6.
However, three Wesleyan goals in the
final minute of regulation play sealed
the victory for the Cardinals, who won
10-6. They are currently ranked sec-

dnd in the NESCAC with a 7-2 record
against other "NESCAC teams. Scorers
in this game were Scott (two goals),
Caddy Brooks '09 (two goals, one
assist), Rory Murphy '07 (one goal,
one assist), Tim Brown '07 (one goal,
one assist) and Todd Boertzel '09 (one
assist). Senior Captain Jeff Miller had
15 saves for Colby in the losing effort.
Scott's fourth quarter goal -was his
35th of the season, and he
ends the season
with the most
goals of any
player in the
NESCAC.
Brooks ' two
goals in this
Greg Lynch game put his
Assistant Coacii
season total at
24 goals, ranking him in a
four-rway tie for
seventh most goals in the conference.
Murphy's goal in this game was his
23rd of the season, ranking him in a
four-way tie for 11th most goals in the
conference, just behind Brooks.
Even without :a tournament appearance, "We eiided this season With our
heads held high," Assistant Coach
Greg Lynch commented.
Colby improved upon last year's
record of 3-11, with a 0-9 league
record which placed them tenth in the
NESCAC. The Mules have not

By WALTER CAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER

A lot of what we
worked on this
week paid off
this weekend.
Rob Zondervan '07
Men's Captain

Th6 men 's varsity eight was almost
as close a race. Although Vermont
trailed behind Colby .and New
Hampshire by almost 40 seconds with
a final time of 6:41.3, New Hampshire
and Colby were battling it out all the
way. Colby, which finished in 6:05.8,
just lost to New Hampshire , which
took home Ihe victory in 6:04.5.
The second varsity eight race did
not go as well for the women , who
came in third , losing by a margin of
about ten seconds . The men's second
varsity eight did better, losing to the
first New Hampshire bout by six seconds but beating the second New
Hampshire boat by f ivn seconds.
Both the varsity four races went
better. The women bent New
Hampshire by twelve seconds and the
men beat both Vermont boats. They

score four runs and take a 5-2 lead
despite only getting one hit for the
STAFF WRITER
inning (a two run single by Colin Riggs
'08). The pitching staff held firm the
Colby baseball finished its confer- rest of the way to give the Mules a 6-4
ence schedule on a down note last victory. Getting the win for the Mules
week as the Mules won one game was starter Sam Kennedy-Smith '08,
against the University of Maine at who scattered fi-ve hits and two runs
Farmington last
over six innings to
Thursday before
record his second victory of the season.
being swept by
Tufts University
Unfortunatel y for
the Mules their sucin the teams'
weekend
New
cess would not be
Small
repeated the rest of the
England
College Athletic
weekend
against
Tufts , as the Jumbos
Conference series.
Although
the
slugged their way to
three
straight
sweep guaranteed
that Colby will
blowouts.
Friday 's
game was the closest
again finish the
final at 10-5, but
year in last place
Colby found themin the NESCAC
selves down 8-0 after
East division , the
Ai) dy Carr '07
the third inning and
Mules can hold
Captain
never really had a
their heads high
chance to make things
with the knowledge that the team finished with its close. Third baseman and Captain
best record since the 20O3 season.
Andy Carr '07 was the lone bright
Colby began last weekend's action spot for the Mules on the day, going 24 witli two home runs.
with a solid win against MaineFurmington. The key to the Mules vicOn Saturday, things got even uglier
tory was the bottom of the sixth inning
for Colby as Tufts swept the doublewhen the Mules capitalized on a number of Maine-Farmington mistakes to
Continued on ,Page 11
By AJ HERRMANN

We should be
improved next
year because of
our outstanding
underclassmen
and our incoming freshmen
class.
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A loss to Wesleyan on Saturday meant the end of the season for Colby.

• Men's Track
@ Springfield
NE Div. Ill championships
10 a.m.
• Women's Track
@ Springfield
NE Div. ID championships
10 a.m.
'

• Baseball
@ Bates
3:30 p.m.
SATURDAY,MAY 6
, .
• Men's Tratk
@ Springfield
NE Div. Ill championships
10 a.m.
• Women's Track
@ Springfield '
NE Div. Ill championships
10 a.m.
SUNDAY, MAY 7
• Crew
@ Worcester
NE Rowing championships
V

•— t

advanced to the championship tournament since 2002,; when Colby was
ranked third in the league and "upset
Bowdoin College 10-7 in order to
make it to the championship match,
where they fell to fop ranked
Middlebury College. This year's
championship is already underway,
with Williams College upsetting
Wesleyan for a semifinal playoff spot.
Bowdoin, Tufts University and
Middlebury wij l also_ be advancing to
the semifinals. - '
The team will miss the talent of
class of 2006 next season, as the large
crew of Captain defender Nate Werlin,
Miller, Captain defender Jonathan
Bodansky, defender Christian Rieben,
attacker Troy Lieberman, midfielder
Bailey Stark, midfielder Sam Burke,
defender David BurtonPerry and
defender Pete Ippolito move off of
Mayflower H ill , but with the talent of
this year 's underclassmen, it is anyone's guess as to how far this team will
go next year.

Women's lacrosse falls to Williams
By CHR1SSY GARDNER
STAFF WRITER..._ —

""""

Colby 's women's lacrosse team
ended their season this weekend with
a 17-11 loss to Williams College in the
New England Small College Athletic
Conference quarterfinals. The team
was ranked third in the conference and
seventh in the country.
On Apr. 29, the Mules beat the
University of Southern Maine 19-1 in
a non-conference game. Allie Libby
'07 had one goal and six assists,
reaching a total of 45 assists for the
season. This broke the team record of
44, set during the 2003 season, Libby
had also scored 26 goals for a total of
71 points, the highest in the NESCAC,
Captain Elizabeth Ghilardi '06 had
four assists, and Kate Sheridan '09
and Heather Nickcrson '09 scored
three goals each. Kelscy "Neville '06
and Cary Finnegan '09 both contributed two goals and one assist,
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Jtecky Julian '09 scored one goal and
two assists, and Courtney Drake '07
and Libba Cox '07 each had two
goals. Lauren Barrett '08 and Carrie
Lovejoy '08 had a goal and an assist
each. Jamie Enos '08 started in goal
for the first time in her collegiate
career, making four saves.
The team went on to beat Trinity
College 15-9 on Saturday in a
NESCAC p layoff game. This win
earned them the third seed f or the
championships, and helped them tie
the team record for wins i n a season
with a 13-2 regular season record.
Trinity opened up the game with a 31 lead, but was unable to maintain it.
By halftime, Colbylcd the game 8-5.
During the second, half , the Mules
scored another five consecutive
goals, leaving Trinity behind for
good. Sheridan had one goal and
three assists in the game. She has 41
goals and 10 assists overall, giving
her 51 points during her first colle-

giate season. Libby had two goals
and one assist, bringing her to 74
total points for the season, with 28
goals and 46 assists , Lauren .
Strazzula '09, Ghilard i, Barrett and
Julian all had two goals. Cox had a
goal and an assist, and Finnegan,
Lovejoy and Neville all had one
goal. Catharine O'Brien '07 made
seven saves, in goal.
With a 7-2 record in the
NESCAC, Colby was (hen set to
six.th-sceded
Williams
play
College on Sunday. Colby had
beaten Will iams earlier this season ,
but last year the two teams played
in the quarterfinals , and Colby lost
8-6. This year proved to be a repeat
of last year, with Colby once again
falling to "Williams in the quarterfinals.
Williams'led this year 's game 8-
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Cycling to send three to nationals
T|ie cycliiig tetwjt (jftmpeted at the ECCC
Eastern championships last weekend, - ' wa'p ii;

The Mules took o game against the Univers-ity of Maine at Farmington
last Thursday before losing three games to the Jumbos. ¦

1 FRIDAY, MAY 5

We've ended
this season with
our heads held
high,

Crew beats Baseball en^s season,
UNH, UVM hop ef u l f or continued
imp rovements in 2007
Last Saturday proved a successful
one for Colby crew, who held a regatta against tfre University of "Vermont
and the University of New Hampshire
at the Hurrj &Center on Messalonskee
'
Lake. , , %|
The most , impressive race of the
morning was the women's varsity
eight race. The race was close the
whole way, and towards the end, boats
were continually changing places,
alternating who was first every couple
seconds. But in the end , Colby won
the 2,000-meter race by just the tip of
a boat. Their time was 6 minutes, 42.4
seconds, just beating Vermont at
6:42.7 and New Hampshire at 6:43.1.

this week
in sports

Men's track tftkes 8th at NESCACs
Although the Males wejerv't pieds«$ wlththeir
' results, their season is. not over yet !' \ ;iwaE. «":';
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